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Satellite broadcasting is among the key technologies considered to enable Internet access for the
worlds least developed economies. Recent studies have considered designing multiple-input, multiple-
output (MIMO) satellite broadcasting schemes based on their terrestrial variants. The research
presented in this thesis proposes enhancements to the recent terrestrial Uncoded Space-Time La-
belling Diversity (USTLD) scheme, and its adaptation to satellite systems. The first extension to
the original USTLD model that is presented enhances its spectral efficiency by utilising more trans-
mit antennas. This leads to two key challenges when considering implementation: exponentially
increased detection complexity, which results in higher latencies, and antenna correlation in devices
with limited available space. To combat the increased detection complexity, existing low-complexity
detection algorithms (LCDAs) based on QR decomposition (QRD) are adapted and applied to
USTLD systems. The existing LCDAs are found to not achieve optimal detection accuracy when
benchmarked with maximum-likelihood detection (MLD), which achieves optimal detection accu-
racy but incurs high complexity. Thus, a new QRD-based LCDA designed specifically for USTLD
systems is developed. Results show that the new LCDA achieves the same detection accuracy as
MLD with a complexity reduction of 79.75% and 92.53% for the USTLD systems investigated.
The effect of antenna correlation is then studied for harsh fading channels with no line-of-sight
between transmitter and receiver. By using the Kronecker correlation model to consider transmit
and receive antenna correlation independently, it is found that USTLD systems are more sensitive
to correlation at the transmitter than at the receiver. It is shown that USTLD systems are more
susceptible to correlation than comparable Alamouti space-time block coded systems. The results
show that an antenna spacing of 0.4λ is optimal, where λ is the transmission carrier wavelength.
The second extension to the USTLD model considered is to further improve its link reliability
by incorporating polarisation diversity. These uncoded space-time-polarisation-labelling diversity
(STPLD) systems are studied in the context of MIMO satellite broadcasting, using modulation
schemes from the DVB-S2X satellite broadcasting standard.
iii
To produce mappers that achieve labelling diversity for these modulation schemes, a genetic algo-
rithm is designed an implemented. Results show that these novel mappers result in a gain in the
range of 5dB to 7dB. Additionally, the polarisation diversity allows the STPLD system to achieve
twice the diversity order of the original USTLD system. The effects of inter-antenna and inter-beam
correlation in STPLD systems are also studied. It is found that transmit-side correlation causes the
greatest performance degradation of the STPLD system. It is also observed that the STPLD system
is more sensitive to inter-beam correlation than inter-antenna correlation.
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1.1.1 Motivation and Context
1.1.1.1 The Internet as a Human Right and the Digital Divide
The Internet has revolutionised the way humans interact with each other and the world around
them, making it arguably the most important innovation in mankind’s history. As of 30 June 2018,
it has been reported that there are over 4.2 billion Internet users across the world – signifying a
1066% growth since the year 2000 [1]. Technologies such as instant messaging and social media
have become ingrained in the daily lives of individuals from all demographics throughout the world,
revolutionising how humans interact and communicate with each other [2, 3]. Considering a broader
perspective, the Internet has also shaped the modern socio-economic landscape by serving as a
catalyst for human rights movements, disseminating information regarding global challenges (such
as climate change) and improving access to international markets for businesses of different scales
[4–6]. Due to the wide-scale benefits of the Internet, 83% of respondents in the Global Internet
Survey 2012 indicated that Internet access should be considered a basic human right [7]. A similar
sentiment was shared by the United Nations Human Rights Council, which recognised the Internet
as a tool for allowing individuals to exercise their right to freedom of speech [6].
However, there is an evident disparity in Internet access between developed and developing nations.
Internet World Stats [1] reflects that only 55.1% of the world’s population had access to the Internet
as of 30 June 2018. More strikingly, Internet access had only penetrated to 36.1% and 49.0% of the
African and Asian populations respectively. By comparison, the Internet penetration rate for North
America and Europe were respectively reported as 95.0% and 85.2% [1]. These statistics highlight
the digital divide that exists between developing nations and the first-world [9].
1
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1.1.1.2 Wireless Communication Systems for Developed & Developing Nations
Wireless communication systems have emerged as a core technology to facilitate Internet access for
societies in both developed and developing nations. Key advantages of wireless systems over their
wired counterparts include: i) allowing the use of mobile devices within the network, ii) increased
flexibility for selecting network topology, iii) ease of deployment and iv) extended coverage and range
through the use of multi-hop networks and/or satellite broadcasting.
For developed nations and regions with a high Internet penetration rate, the next generation of
wireless communication systems aim to provide users with better access to content. Emerging
technologies like the Internet of Things [10], ultra-high definition video streaming [11] and real-
time augmented reality systems [12, 13] are expected to place severe strain on the existing network
infrastructure. Thus, next-generation wireless communication systems for these regions require
lower latencies, improved device interconnectivity, ubiquitous access, higher data rates and better
link reliability [14].
For developing nations, wireless communication systems are expected to play a key role in providing
Internet access to rural areas. In particular, satellite broadcasting has been identified as viable
means of facilitating Internet access to remote regions where there is limited telecommunication
infrastructure [15–17]. There have already been a variety of successfully implemented projects that
have used satellite broadcasting technology to provide services such as e-health and Internet-based
education to rural areas [18–20].
1.1.2 Technical Overview of Wireless Communication Systems
1.1.2.1 Link Reliability and Diversity
The reliability of the link between transmitter and receiver is among the most important consid-
erations when designing a wireless communication system. At the physical layer, link reliability is
primarily determined by the robustness of the system in the presence of two sources of interference:
noise and multipath fading [21, 22]. Noise arises from various natural phenomenon, such as the fluc-
tuation of electrical characteristics in physical components due to temperature (thermal noise) and
black body noise from celestial sources like the Sun [21]. Noise can also originate from man-made
sources, such as: power lines, medical equipment, internal-combustion engines, electricity genera-
tors and other telecommunication systems [23, 24]. Each of these noise components are typically
modelled by random variables that are assumed to follow Gaussian distribution. By the central
limit theorem, their cumulative effect is also Gaussian distributed [21, 22]. Furthermore, the effect
of noise is assumed to be ‘white’, indicating that it is not frequency-selective, and is modelled at
the receiver as another signal superimposed on what was transmitted. This leads to the common
acronym AWGN, which stands for additive white Gaussian noise. Noise can also be modelled to also
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contain an impulsive component, which is usually done when considering dense urban areas with
large volumes of man-made noise sources [23, 24].
Multipath fading accounts for the effects of reflection, refraction and scattering that occur during
the course of transmission [21, 22]. The effect of fading introduces both amplitude distortion and
phase delay to the transmitted symbol, and it is thus represented by a complex coefficient to the
transmitted symbol. There exist multiple models to represent amplitude distribution of this fading
coefficient; the most common of which is the Rayleigh fading model [21, 22, 25]. Rayleigh fading
assumes that there is no direct line-of-sight path between the transmitter and receiver, which often
provides a prudent estimate of the worst-case performance of the system. The Rayleigh fading
distribution models the in-phase and quadrature components of the fading as independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian random variables [25]. Another well-established model of
fading amplitude is the Nakagami-q, or Hoyt, fading model [25–28]. Nakagami-q fading models the
in-phase and quadrature components of the fading as independent Gaussian random variables with
different variances, which are related by the fading parameter (q) [26]. It has been shown by Chytil
that this model provides a good fit for modelling signal propagation in satellite links subjected to
strong ionospheric scintillation [28]. Additionally, the Nakagami-q fading model is able to represent
harsher fading environments than Rayleigh model [25]. Thus, the Nakagami-q model allows for
better insight into the worst-case performance of the system than the Rayleigh model.
A popular technique to improve link reliability in the presence of fading is to include diversity in the
system, specifically microdiversity [22, 29]. Wireless communication systems achieve diversity by
sending the same information across multiple independent transmission paths, and considering mul-
tiple received signals carrying the same information concurrently during detection. The traditional
mechanisms of achieving diversity may be grouped into seven categories [29]: i) time, ii) antenna, iii)
frequency, iv) field, v) polarisation, vi) angle and vii) multipath. Of these mechanisms, this thesis
focusses on time, antenna and polarisation diversity.
Time diversity protects against burst errors by transmitting the same information across multiple
time slots [22]. As a consequence, systems employing time diversity have reduced spectral efficiency.
Antenna diversity is achieved by adopting a multiple-input, multiple-output (MIMO) structure with
multiple transmit and receive antennas, creating many signal paths between transmitter and receiver.
These paths should ideally be i.i.d. to maximise diversity gain [22, 25]. Theoretically, the use of
a large number of antennas allows for high antenna diversity gains. However, when implementing
real-world wireless communication systems, physical space on devices is often limited. For example,
handheld devices require a small form factor to ensure mobility and smaller multi-antenna satellites
are often limited to only two antennas [77]. Increasing the number of antennas in a constrained space
leads to the distance between antennas deceasing, resulting in spatial correlation [31, 32]. Spatial
correlation causes a degradation in error performance and loss of diversity due to inter-antenna
interference (IAI) [31–35] To achieve polarisation diversity, literature shows that it is necessary to
introduce orthogonally dual-polarised (ODP) antennas to the system [36–38, 77]. There are two
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common configurations to ensure that antennas are ODP [77]. The first is to utilise linear polarisa-
tions (i.e. a horizontal/vertical polarisation pair) and the second is to utilise circular polarisations
(i.e. a left/right hand circular polarisation pair). Since the polarisations are orthogonal, each po-
larisation from a single antenna can be considered as a separate transmission (or reception) stream.
In other words, a linearly ODP antenna can either transmit or receive statistically independent sig-
nals from the horizontally and vertically polarised streams. Similar reasoning holds for a left/right
hand circular polarisation pair. By increasing the number of transmission and reception streams,
the use of ODP antennas at the transmitter and receiver introduces polarisation diversity to the
system [36, 37]. An important consideration for systems with polarisation diversity is the effect of
inter-beam interference (IBI) [77]. A possible cause of IBI is manufacturing imperfections that may
result in antennas not being perfectly ODP.
Another diversity mechanism that is of importance for the research presented in this thesis is la-
belling diversity (also referred to as ‘constellation reassignment’ and ‘mapping diversity’ in literature)
[39–50]. Labelling diversity was originally applied to bit-interleaved coded systems with iterative
decoding [39–43]. However, the use of convolutional encoding and decoding in these systems in-
curs high detection complexity, resulting in higher latencies [21]. This has led to studies which
apply labelling diversity to uncoded systems, which are typically more cost-effective and simpler
to implement. Examples of these uncoded systems are: i) decode-and-forward relay systems [44],
ii) multi-packet data transmissions with automatic repeat requests [46], iii) space-time block coded
systems [47, 51], iv) space-time block coded systems with spatial modulation [52] and v) space-time
block coded systems with channel modulation using radio frequency mirrors [53].
When discussing systems that achieve labelling diversity, it is important to have a clear understand-
ing of the nomenclature associated with them. For this reason, Table 1.1 provides brief definitions of
key concepts related to labelling diversity systems. In these systems, different bit-to-symbol mappers
Table 1.1: Key Concepts for understanding labelling diversity
Term Description
Symbol A symbol represents the magnitude and phase used when modulating the trans-
mission carrier in order to transmit information codewords. This is represented
by a complex number.
Constellation A constellation refers to the set of all possible symbols that may be used to
encode information codewords. Constellations are commonly represented with
a scatter plot of points on the complex plane, where each point represents a
unique symbol.
Label The label assigned to a symbol is the information codeword associated with that
symbol. Although information codewords are binary, it is common to represent
labels in decimal form for brevity.
Mapping Mapping is the process of assigning labels to symbols using a predefined function.
Mapper A mapper is the mapping function which assigns labels to symbols within a
constellation. The input to a mapper is the label to be assigned, and its output
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Figure 1.2: Illustration of Joint Detection with Labelling Diversity
are used to encode the same information prior to transmission. The mappers are designed such that
the symbol corresponding to a given label has different neighbours when mapped by each mapper
[47]. Thus, for a labelling diversity system utilizing x mappers, each label is represented as a point in
a 2x -dimensional hyperspace. The objective of mapper design is to maximise the distance between
points corresponding to each label in this hyperspace. The constellation represented by each mapper
is then simply a plane within the 2x -dimensional hyperspace. A strict constraint of the labelling
diversity technique is that the symbols on each constellation remain the same, regardless of the label
assigned to them [47].
The mechanics by which labelling diversity is able to improve error performance is easiest to observe
by use of an example. Consider the transmission of a single information codeword, A, which can
be mapped to symbols using one of two binary mappers. The received signal, Y, is shown on
constellation represented by each mapper in Figures 1.1 and 1.2. From the illustrations provided,
the following is noted:
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• Labels A, C, E and F are closest to the received signal Y on the constellation defined by
Mapper 1.
• Labels A, B, C and D are closest to the received signal Y on the constellation defined by
Mapper 2.
• An MLD detector would estimate that the symbol closest to the received signal was transmit-
ted.
Hence, codeword E would be detected using only the constellation defined by Mapper 1, which is
incorrect. Similarly, codeword B would be detected using only the constellation defined by Mapper
2. This is illustrated in Figure 1.1. However, when considering both constellations concurrently, it
is evident that the average distance between A and Y when considering both constellations is the
least, as illustrated in Figure 1.2. Thus, in terms of the 4-dimensional hyperspace defined by both
constellations, A is the point closest to Y. As such, joint detection using MLD, considering both
constellations concurrently, will correctly determine that codeword A was transmitted.
1.1.2.2 Spectral Efficiency and Data Rate
An alternative metric to evaluate wireless communication systems is spectral efficiency, which relates
to the data rate or throughput achievable by the system [21, 22]. As discussed by Lee et al. [54] and
Huawei [14], the efficient use of available frequency spectra is among the key challenges for next-
generation wireless communication systems. Typically, coded systems require a wider bandwidth
than uncoded systems, which makes them less spectrally efficient. Coding compensates for this
by offering improved link reliability [21, 22, 29, 37]. The trade-off between reliability and spectral
efficiency is inherent to most MIMO systems.
Possibly the simplest means to improve spectral efficiency is to increase the order of the modulation
scheme used to encode information bits [21, 29]. Higher modulation orders allow more information
bits to be encoded into a single symbol prior to transmission [21, 22, 29]. However, this typically
reduces the spacing between symbols on a normalised constellation representation of the symbol set,
indicating a degradation in error performance.
Another means to improve spectral efficiency is to multiplex data over separate spatial streams. In a
MIMO system, such as that used by the Vertical-Bell Laboratories Layered Space-Time (V-BLAST)
architecture [55], this is typically achieved by simultaneously transmitting symbols carrying different
information bits from each antenna. In this way, higher data rates are achievable by introducing
more transmit antennas to the system. There are many cases where physical space is constrained at
the transmitter of a system, such as mobile devices and smaller satellites (as mentioned in Section
1.1.2.1). Thus, spatial correlation and IAI are practical challenges when increasing the number
of transmit antennas in the system. Furthermore, the algorithmic complexity of recovering the
transmitted information using the optimal, maximum-likelihood detection (MLD) method increases
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exponentially with the number of transmit antennas [55, 56]. This leads to challenges in designing
receiver hardware when implementing the system [57].
A further means of improving the spectral efficiency of MIMO systems is to encode information
in domains other than the signal domain prior to transmission. One such example is the spatial
modulation technique [52, 58]. Spatial modulation systems use information bits to select a single
transmit antenna from the MIMO configuration to be active during transmission [58]. The advantage
of this technique is that it avoids the problem of IAI at the transmitter, which was a concern in the
V-BLAST architecture. However, for the same number of transmit antennas and signal modulation
order, the V-BLAST architecture is capable of achieving higher data rates. Other techniques similar
to spatial modulation include polarisation modulation [59] and channel modulation [53, 60].
1.1.2.3 Challenges for Real-World Implementation
The preceding discussions in Sections 1.1.2.1 and 1.1.2.2 indicated two challenges that arise when
implementing real-world wireless communication systems: correlation and detection complexity. It
is important to consider the effects of these challenges when studying wireless systems to predict the
real-world performance of the systems.
As mentioned previously, the effect of correlation is observed by a degradation in error performance.
There are two widely-adopted models used when predicting the effects of correlation on MIMO
systems. The first model is the separable model, also referred to as the Kroncker model, which is
commonly used to study error performance [33–35, 65–67]. The second model is the non-separable
model, which is often used when studying channel capacity [61–64]. Lin et al. [66] and Moustakas
et al. [67] have previously shown that the non-separable model reduces to the Kronecker model for
systems that achieve antenna diversity. As such, the research presented in this thesis focusses on
applying the Kronecker model to the systems considered. The mathematical framework for analysing
the error performance of space-time block coded MIMO systems in the presence of correlation was
developed by Hedayet et al [35]. By using the Kronecker model, Hedayet et al. showed that the
identical correlated channels of MIMO systems may be modelled as eigenvalue-weighted, uncorrelated
channels for statistical analysis [35].
The computational complexity of detection algorithms does not directly affect either the link reliabil-
ity or spectral efficiency of a MIMO system. However, high detection complexity results in increased
power consumption, as well as higher latencies and hardware requirements (in terms of processing
power and memory). These factors have prompted studies into low-complexity detection algorithms
(LCDAs) for MIMO systems [45, 51, 57, 68–75]. LCDAs are typically benchmarked against MLD,
which achieves optimal detection accuracy but incurs high complexity [56]. Thus, the two factors
considered when evaluating an LCDA are accuracy and complexity. Many LCDAs present a trade-off
between these factors [45, 70–75]
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To evaluate detection complexity, there are a variety of approaches found in literature. In some
works, the proposed LCDA is implemented in hardware and its performance is evaluated in terms of
the search latencies experienced [57]. Alternatively, it is possible to analyse complexity in terms of
the size of the search space considered by an LCDA. Peer et al [69]. Another method to determine
complexity is to determine the number of mathematical operations performed by receiver hardware
during detection [53].
Existing LCDAs for MIMO systems may be divided into two broad classes: linear detection schemes,
and search-based detection schemes. Linear detection schemes, such as zero forcing [70] and minimum
mean squared error equalising [71], perform linear matrix operations during the detection process,
incurring a lower complexity cost than MLD. However, these schemes are unable to fully capture
the receive diversity of the MIMO system, leading to reduced detection accuracy and a degradation
in error performance [72, 73]. For this reason, the research in this thesis focusses on considering
search-based LCDAs.
Search-based detection schemes are often based on QR Decomposition (QRD), which transforms the
detection problem into a tree search. In this way, detection is done one information codeword at a
time. Spherical detection (SD) [74] is a popular scheme that has been combined with QRD to reduce
complexity. This is achieved by reducing the search space at each layer of the search to only those
symbols within a predefined hypersphere of the received signal. Another important improvement
to the standard QRD approach is QRD-m, where the m best paths are considered while traversing
each layer of the search tree [75]. More recently, Radosavljevic et al. [57] and Peer et al. [69],
developed LCDAs that improved upon QRD with SD by simultaneously considering the equivalent
QL Decomposition (QLD) search tree. The QRD search tree is based on an upper, right triangular
structure; whereas the QLD search tree is based on a lower, left triangular structure. As such, the
order in which symbols are detected is reversed depending on the search tree structure used. By
performing partial, parallel searches through both trees, only half of each individual tree need be
traversed to obtain estimates for all symbols, thereby reducing complexity [57, 69].
A further challenge considered in this thesis is that of MIMO satellite broadcast systems [76]. As
documented by Arapoglou et al. [77, 78], adopting a MIMO structure for satellite systems is a non-
trivial task due to limitations in the physical space available on smaller satellites. Schwartz et al.
[79] have addressed this limitation by proposing to use two single-antenna satellites in conjunction
to act as a single dual-antenna node in the system. Another technique that has been considered is
the use of dual-polarised antennas [80, 81]. If the polarisation streams are perfectly orthogonal, a
system using 1 dual-polarised transmit antenna and 1 dual-polarised receive antenna is equivalent to
a 2×2 single-polarised antenna system [80]. Preliminary studies on the feasibility of MIMO satellite
broadcasting have been positive. As recently as 2016, Hofmann et al. [82] and Byman et al. [83]













Figure 1.3: Block Diagram of a USTLD Transmitter
1.2 Research Objectives
1.2.1 The Original Uncoded Space-Time Labelling Diversity System
Uncoded Space-Time Labelling Diversity (USTLD) is a recent space-time block coded system that
was proposed in 2016 by Xu et al. [47] as a direct extension of the Alamouti space-time block code
[84]. The original USTLD system was thus proposed with a MIMO configuration consisting of two
antennas at the transmitter and any arbitrary NRx antennas at the receiver. To achieve time and
labelling diversity, two information codewords, L1 and L2, are transmitted across two time slots
using two mappers, denoted Ω1 and Ω2. The symbols resulting from mapping the labels L1 and
L2 using Ω1 and Ω2 are denoted Ω1(L1), Ω1(L2), Ω2(L1) and Ω2(L2). This system is illustrated in
Figure 1.3.
The design of the mappers Ω1 and Ω2 determines the extent to which a system is able to achieve
labelling diversity [40, 43–47, 51]. For a constellation with modulation order M , there are M ! possible
designs for each mapper. Hence, there are (M !)2 possible designs for the mapper pair Ω1 and Ω2
in a USTLD system. Even for a relatively low modulation order of M = 8, this results in more
than 1.62×109 candidate designs for the mapper pair. Due to the vastness of the candidate mapper
pair design space, proving the optimality of a pair of mappers remains an open research problem
[47]. From literature [46, 47], the best attempt at determining optimal mapper pair designs was
done by Samra et al [46]. Samra et al. implemented an algorithm to search through the candidate
mapper design space, which produced optimised mapper designs for modulation orders of M = 8 and
M = 16. However, this approach could not be scaled to higher order modulations due to the high
computational cost of the algorithm. Other works have exploited the symmetry of points within the
constellation to devise heuristic approaches to mapper design [44, 47]. These geometric heuristics are
not constrained by the size of the constellation, but rather by their shape and symmetry. Depending
on the choice of the heuristic, the geometric approach may not produce good mapper pair designs
which is difficult to determine by inspection.
The focus of the research presented in this thesis is to enhance the original USTLD model by
proposing modifications to improve its spectral efficiency and link reliability. Additionally, the effects
of correlation and detection complexity are studied for the proposed systems to provide better insight
into their real-world application.
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1.2.2 Proposed Enhancements
The first proposed enhancement to the original USTLD system in this thesis is to increase its
spectral efficiency by adding more transmission streams. Drawing inspiration from the V-BLAST
architecture, this is to be accomplished by utilising more transmit antennas [55]. The use of more
antennas in a MIMO system is feasible for next-generation terrestrial systems in developed countries,
where technologies such as Massive MIMO are being considered for next-generation systems [14, 85].
As discussed in Section 1.1.2.2, the addition of more transmit antennas causes an increase in detection
complexity. Thus, the research in this thesis will study the application of LCDAs to USTLD systems.
For the reasons outlined in Section 1.1.2.3, the focus is on search-based LCDAs that utilise QRD
and its enhancements [57, 69, 75]. As will be shown in Section 2.5, direct application of existing
LCDAs do not perform as well as MLD in terms of detection accuracy. Thus, a new LCDA for
USTLD systems is to be developed. The proposed LCDA is to achieve optimal detection accuracy
while incurring a lower computational cost than MLD.
Section 1.1.2.2 also indicates that the addition of more transmit antennas to the USTLD system
can lead to antenna correlation. Therefore, this thesis will study the effect of antenna correlation
on the error performance of USTLD systems. To do this, the Kronecker correlation model [65]and
correlation analysis techniques [35] discussed in Section 1.1.2.3 will be applied to USTLD systems.
This study will also focus on modelling the USTLD system in a Nakagami-q fading environment to
provide insight into the worst-case error performance.
The second enhancement to the USTLD system in this thesis will be to improve link reliability by
incorporating polarisation diversity. As detailed in Section 1.1.2.1, a consequence of polarisation
diversity is that inter-beam interference occurs in the system. The effects of both IAI and IBI will
thus be studied using the correlation analysis techniques derived by Hedayet et al [35]. This system
will be developed for satellite broadcasting, targeting developing countries. Satellite broadcasting
systems favour the use of circular constellations with high modulation orders when encoding infor-
mation, such as those detailed in the latest DVB-S2X standard [86]. To design mappers that achieve
labelling diversity for these constellations, a new approach to mapper design that can be applied to
generic constellations of any size or shape will be developed. This will be done using an iterative
heuristic search in the form of a genetic algorithm [87].
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1.3 Contributions
The research conducted in the preparation of this thesis has contributed directly to eight research
articles: 3 conference papers and 5 journal papers. The title, authors, article type, publication status
and a brief summary of each article is provided.
Latter chapters of this thesis present only the 3 journal articles for which the candidate is listed as
the primary author (i.e. Articles 1, 3 and 7).
Article 1
Title High-Rate Uncoded Space-Time Labelling Diversity with Low-Complexity Detection
Authors Sulaiman Saleem Patel, Tahmid Quazi and Hongjun Xu
Type Journal Article
Status Provisionally Accepted for Publication in Transactions on Emerging Telecommunica-
tions Technologies
Summary This journal article extends the existing USTLD model to allow for higher achievable
data rates. The proposed high-rate USTLD (HR-USTLD) model improves the data
rate by allowing more than 2 transmit antennas to be used (i.e. an NTx×NRx USTLD
model is considered). The use of more transmit antennas exponentially increases the
complexity of codeword detection at the receiver. Hence, a study of existing low-
complexity detection algorithms (LCDAs) and their application to the HR-USTLD
system is conducted. The existing LCDAs are found to exhibit poor detection accu-
racy for HR-USTLD, and hence, a new LCDA is developed. The proposed LCDA
achieves optimal detection accuracy at significantly reduced complexity when bench-
marked with maximum-likelihood detection.
Article 2
Title Performance of Uncoded Space-Time Labelling Diversity in Dual-Correlated
Rayleigh-Fading Channels
Authors Sulaiman Saleem Patel, Tahmid Quazi and Hongjun Xu
Type Conference Article
Status Published in Proceedings of the Southern Africa Telecommunication Networks and
Applications Conference (SATNAC) 2017, Sep. 2017
Summary This conference article develops a model for 2× 2 USTLD systems affected by corre-
lation in Rayleigh fading channels. The study is constrained to spatially correlated
receive antennas. Results are presented to show that USTLD systems are more sus-
ceptible to correlation than the comparable MIMO systems investigated.
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Article 3
Title Error performance of Uncoded Space Time Labeling Diversity in spatially correlated
Nakagami-q channels
Authors Sulaiman Saleem Patel, Tahmid Quazi and Hongjun Xu
Type Journal Article
Status Published in the International Journal of Communication Systems, 2018, vol 31,
no.12, e-Locator e3720. DOI: 10.1002/dac.3720.
Summary This journal article expands the study done in Article 2 from a 2×2 to an NTx×NRx
USTLD system (i.e. the HR-USTLD system proposed in Article 1). USTLD sys-
tems are modelled in the presence of Nakagami-q fading for both spatially correlated
and uncorrelated systems, as the Nakagami-q model allows for better insight into
the worst-case error performance of the system. Correlation at both the transmitter
and receiver are considered. It is shown that transmit antenna correlation degrades
the error performance of USTLD more than receive antenna correlation. An opti-
mal antenna spacing is determined, providing insight into practical considerations
when implementing USTLD systems. Finally, USTLD systems are found to be more
susceptible to correlation than comparable Alamouti space-time block coded systems.
Article 4
Title Optimal Antenna Spacings for Uncoded Space-Time Labelling Diversity Systems with
Linear and Non-Linear Antenna Configurations
Authors Sulaiman Saleem Patel, Tahmid Quazi and Hongjun Xu
Type Conference Article
Status Published in Proceedings of the Southern Africa Telecommunication Networks and
Applications Conference (SATNAC) 2018, Sep. 2018
Summary The studies in Article 3 are presented assuming that antennas are linearly arranged at
both the transmitter and receiver. This conference article compares the performance
of NTx × NRx USTLD systems using linear and non-linear antenna arrangements.
It is found that the non-linear arrangements considered (dense antenna arrays and
equispaced antennas) allow lower optimal distances to be achieved. Hence, they
allow for smaller achievable form factors when implementing USTLD systems. The
equispaced antenna configuration is found to be the most optimal. As in Article 3,
the system is studied in Nakagami-q fading.
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Article 5
Title USTLD Mapper Design for APSK Constellation over Satellite Channels
Authors Tahmid Quazi and Sulaiman Saleem Patel
Type Journal Article
Status Published in Transactions on Emerging Telecommunications Technologies. 2019, e-
Locator e3586. DOI: 10.1002/ett.3586.
Summary This journal article extends the existing USTLD system to a satellite context by
considering M-ary APSK constellations from the latest DVB-S2X satellite broadcast-
ing standard. The challenge of mapper design for these constellations is highlighted,
and heuristic designs for a subset of the constellations within DVB-S2X are devel-
oped. Additionally, a two-stage analytical method to evaluate and compare mapper
designs (for any modulation scheme) is developed. The two-stage approach is shown
to give a fair estimation of the extent to which a pair of designed mappers achieves
labelling diversity. The system is modelled in Nakagami-q fading, as literature shows
the Nakagami-q distribution is appropriate for modelling satellite systems subject to
high ionospheric scintillation.
Article 6
Title A Genetic Algorithm for Designing Uncoded Space-Time Labelling Diversity Mappers
Authors Sulaiman Saleem Patel, Tahmid Quazi and Hongjun Xu
Type Conference Article
Status Published in Proceedings of the IEEE International Workshop on Signal Processing
Systems (SiPS) 2018, Oct. 2018. DOI: 10.1109/SiPS.2018.8598435
Summary The most critical aspect of developing a USTLD system is the design of the binary
mappers used to encode information. Existing design techniques are limited; as they
either rely on symmetry-based heuristics, or constrain the size of the constellation due
to high computational costs. This conference article proposes a new genetic algorithm
for labelling diversity mapper design, which is applicable to constellations of any
shape or size. The proposed algorithm is tested on both symmetric and asymmetric
constellations, and up to 64-ary modulation orders. The mappers produced by the
genetic algorithm are shown to perform as well as, or better than, existing mapper
design techniques in all test cases.
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Article 7
Title A MIMO Satellite Broadcasting System with Space, Time, Polarisation and Labelling
Diversity
Authors Sulaiman Saleem Patel, Tahmid Quazi and Hongjun Xu
Type Journal Article
Status Prepared for Submission to the International Journal of Satellite Communications
and Networking
Summary This journal article proposes a novel (STPLD) system for MIMO satellite broadcast-
ing. The STPLD system considered constellations from the latest DVB-S2X satellite
broadcasting standard. To design mappers that achieve labelling diversity for these
constellations, the genetic algorithm developed in Article 6 is enhanced by using the
two-stage mapper evaluation approach developed in Article 5. As in Article 5, the
STPLD system is modelled in Nakagami-q fading, as literature shows the Nakagami-q
distribution is appropriate for modelling satellite systems subject to high ionospheric
scintillation. The inclusion of polarisation diversity in the STPLD system comes at
the expense of increased inter-beam interference, which is a form of correlation. The
affects of correlation, in terms of both inter-beam and inter-antenna interference, are
studied using the correlation analysis techniques developed in Article 3.
Article 8
Title Performance analysis of M-APSK Generalised Spatial Modulation with constellation
reassignment
Authors Ahmad Khalid, Tahmid Quazi, Hongjun Xu and Sulaiman Saleem Patel
Type Journal Article
Status Provisionally Accepted for Publication by the International Journal of Communica-
tion Systems
Summary Constellation reassignment is a scheme which applies the concept of labelling diver-
sity to systems that transmit information over a single time slot. This journal article
studies generalised spatial modulation systems with constellation reassignment, and
focusses on M-ary APSK constellations. A key challenge for these systems is the de-
sign of mappers for the APSK constellations studied that achieve labelling diversity.
To address this challenge, this journal article modifies the genetic algorithm devel-
oped in Article 6 for the constellation reassignment context. The modified genetic
algorithm is then implemented to design mappers that achieve labelling diversity.
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2.1 Abstract
Uncoded space-time labelling diversity (USTLD) is a recent scheme that improved the error per-
formance compared to conventional multiple-input, multiple-output systems. Thus far USTLD has
suffered from limited achievable data rates, as the original model uses only two transmit antennas.
This motivates for the work in this paper, where the USTLD model is extended to allow for any
desired number of transmit antennas. An analytical bound for the average bit error probability of
this high-rate USTLD (HR-USTLD) system is derived. This expression is verified using the results
of Monte Carlo simulations, which show a tight fit in the high signal-to-noise ratio region. The
increased data rates associated with larger transmit antenna arrays in HR-USTLD systems come
at the cost of increased detection complexity. Therefore, this paper studies the application of low-
complexity detection algorithms based on the popular QR decomposition technique, and proposes
a new algorithm specifically designed for HR-USTLD systems. Analysis of this algorithm in terms
of accuracy and computational complexity is also provided and benchmarked against maximum-
likelihood detection (MLD). It is shown that the proposed algorithm achieves near-MLD accuracy,
while reducing complexity by 79.75% and 92.53% for the respective 4×4 16QAM and 4×5 16PSK
HR-USTLD systems investigated.
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2.2 Introduction
Context of Research
The inclusion of diversity in wireless communication systems allows for many potential benefits, such
as protection against burst errors and improved robustness in the presence of multipath fading or co-
channel interference [1]. Uncoded space-time labelling diversity (USTLD) [2–4] is a recent scheme
which achieves three levels of diversity: antenna diversity, time diversity and labelling diversity.
Antenna diversity is achieved by adopting a multiple-input, multiple-output (MIMO) system model.
The inclusion of multiple antennas at both the transmitter and receiver generates more signal paths,
increasing the likelihood of correct detection [1, 5]. The original work on USTLD describes a MIMO
system of two transmit antennas and any arbitrary NRx receive antennas [2]. To achieve time
diversity, symbols representing the same binary data are transmitted in two time slots. To achieve
labelling diversity, symbols are selected from constellations with different binary mappings in each
time slot. The design and selection of mappers aims to maximise the minimum product Euclidean
distance (ED) between symbol pairs in each constellation. Stated differently, adjacent symbols in the
constellation defined by the primary mapper are spaced further apart in the constellations defined by
subsequent mappers. By following this approach, detection is done based on symbol pairs, instead
of individual symbols. Due to difficulties in designing labelling diversity mappers, Xu et al. [2]
constrained their studies to M -ary quadrature amplitude modulation (MQAM) and M -ary phase
shift keying (MPSK) modulation schemes.
A drawback of the USTLD scheme is that transmitting symbols containing the same information
across two time slots halves the effective data rate of the system. In general, two approaches to
improving the data rate of uncoded MIMO systems, such as USTLD, are to either increase the
modulation order, M , or to increase the number of transmission streams. Higher modulation orders
allow the system to transmit larger codewords in each instance, i.e. the number of bits per codeword
is increased. To increase the number of transmission streams, MIMO systems typically increase the
number of transmit antennas, NTx, and transmit independent symbols from each antenna simulta-
neously [1, 5]. This increases the number of codewords transmitted during a single time slot. It is
possible to increase either M or NTx in USTLD systems, however they also result in increasing the
complexity of detection for receiver hardware. The algorithmic complexity of performing maximum-
likelihood detection (MLD or ML detection) on an NTx × NRx USTLD system with modulation
order M is O (NTxNRxMNTx), where O(·) is the ‘order of’ operator used in complexity analysis [6].
This is derived in the Appendix of this paper in terms of real operations, the metric suggested by
Pillay and Xu [4]. The high complexity of MLD motivates for the development of low-complexity
detection algorithms (LCDAs), with the goal of achieving near-ML accuracy at significantly reduced
complexity [7].
The current work on USTLD systems [2] only allows for increasing the data rate by using higher
modulation orders, as NTx in the system is fixed at only two transmit antennas. This is because
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the original USTLD system model [2] was conceived as a direct extension of the Alamouti space-
time block code [8] to improve its bit error rate (BER). Since the structure proposed by Alamouti
constrains the system to only two transmit antennas [8], the same constraint was applied to the
original USTLD model [2].
However, as discussed in literature [1, 5], the data rate of uncoded MIMO systems increases loga-
rithmically with M and linearly with NTx. Thus, the improvement in data rate as M increases is
hyperbolic and becomes negligible as M →∞. By contrast, increasing NTx provides constant data
rate improvement. Another drawback to increasing modulation order is that the average ED between
constellation points for normalised constellations decreases as M increases, resulting in inferior error
performance. It is also noted that increasing the modulation order above M = 16 presents diffi-
culties in designing optimal mappers to achieve labelling diversity [2, 3, 9]. For these reasons, this
paper proposes to increase the achievable data rates of USTLD systems by extending the existing
model to allow for more than two transmit antennas. To distinguish between such a system and the
existing USTLD model, this paper adopts the term ‘high-rate USTLD’ (HR-USTLD) to describe the
NTx ×NRx USTLD model proposed. It is further noted that Ayanda et al. [10] have also extended
the original USTLD model to allow for the use of 3 transmit antennas and 3 labelling diversity
mappers. However, the system proposed by Ayanda et al. also uses a third transmission time slot,
and thus achieves the same data rate as the original USTLD model [2, 10]. Thus, the HR-USTLD
system presented in this paper is capable of achieving higher data rates than the 3 mapper USTLD
system.
As mentioned previously, HR-USTLD incurs high detection complexity. Existing LCDAs for MIMO
systems may be divided into two broad classes: linear detection schemes, and search-based detection
schemes. Linear detection schemes, such as zero forcing [11] and minimum mean squared error
equalising [12], perform linear matrix operations during the detection process, incurring a lower
complexity cost than MLD. However, these schemes are unable to fully capture the receive diversity of
the MIMO system, leading to reduced detection accuracy and a degradation in error performance [13,
14]. For this reason, this paper focuses on applying search-based LCDAs to the systems investigated.
Search-based detection schemes are often based on QR Decomposition (QRD), which transforms the
detection problem into a tree search. In this way, detection is done one information codeword at a
time. Spherical detection (SD) [15] is a popular scheme that has been combined with QRD to reduce
complexity. This is achieved by constraining the search space at each layer of the search to only those
symbols within a predefined hypersphere of the received signal. Another important improvement to
the standard QRD approach is QRD-m, where the m best paths are considered while traversing the
search tree [16]. In the work by Radosavljevic et al. [17], a technique that is referred to in this paper
as the QR-QL Parallel Searching Algorithm (QRLPSA) was proposed. This technique reduces the
complexity of QRD with SD by simultaneously considering the equivalent QL Decomposition (QLD)
search tree. The QRD search tree is based on an upper, right triangular structure; whereas the QLD
search tree is based on a lower, left triangular structure. As such, the order in which symbols are
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detected is reversed depending on the search tree structure used. By performing partial, parallel
searches through both trees, only half of each individual tree need be traversed to obtain estimates
for all symbols. The QRLPSA has been extended by Peer et al. [18], whose algorithm introduces
two additional detection stages. The first additional stage involves merging the m partial candidate
symbol vectors obtained from the QR and QL search trees respectively, and pruning these to only
the K best candidate vectors. The second additional stage is to search through these K candidate
vectors, using either the QR or QL search tree, and generate an ML-hypothesis candidate vector. A
set of counter-hypotheses is generated and the log-likelihood ratio (LLR) between the ML-hypothesis
and each of the counter-hypotheses is then computed, after which the suitability of the ML hypothesis
is determined.
In this paper, USTLD is extended from the 2×NRx model originally proposed by Xu et al. [2] to a
more general NTx×NRx HR-USTLD model. Increasing the number of transmit antennas allows for
higher data rates to be achieved. In other works on USTLD [19, 21], a search-based LCDA based on
performing an orthogonal projection has been proposed. However, the manner in which this LCDA
is presented is only valid for two transmit antennas. For this reason, this paper further proposes a
new LCDA for HR-USTLD, based on the QRLPSA [17] and its extension [18]. It is shown that the
proposed LCDA is capable of achieving ML performance at significantly reduced complexity. It is
also noted that the SD approach is not applicable to USTLD and HR-USTLD due to the manner in
which mappers are designed to achieve labelling diversity, and that the use of LLRs is not feasible
for uncoded systems such USTLD and HR-USTLD.
Structure and Notation
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In Section 2.3, the system model for HR-USTLD
is given. Section 2.3.1 describes the transmission model and Section 2.3.2 describes various detection
schemes which may be applied - including ML detection, existing LCDAs and the proposed LCDA
for this paper. Section 2.4 provides analytical expressions to evaluate the proposed system. Section
2.4.1 derives the analytical average bit error probability (ABEP), and Section 2.4.2 gives analytical
expressions to evaluate and compare the algorithmic complexity of the detection algorithms given
in Section 2.3.2. Section 2.5 provides and discusses the results obtained through Monte Carlo
simulations, and finally, Section 2.6 concludes this paper.
The notation used in this paper is to denote vectors in boldface, matrices in italicised boldface
and scalars in italics. Occasionally, two levels of subscripts are used when referring to elements of
a matrix or vector during a particular time slot. In these cases, the inner subscript refers to the
position of the element within the matrix and the outer subscript refers to the time slot considered.
For example, V32 is read as the third element of vector V during the second time slot. When referring
to elements within a matrix, the a comma separates the column and row within the subscript.
For example, W2,5 is read as the element in the second row and fifth column of matrix W. The
operators E{·}, ‖·‖, b·c, d·e, (·)H and (·)T denote the statistical expectation, Frobenius vector norm,
floor, ceiling, Hermitian and matrix transpose, respectively. Sets of variables are denoted in braces,
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and a superscript outside the braces indicates the size of the set. Angular brackets are used to
indicate symbol pairs. The operator |·| represents either the magnitude of a complex number or the
cardinality of a set, depending on the argument used.
Contributions
The original contributions of this article are as follows:
1. The achievable data rates of USTLD systems are increased by employing a HR-USTLD trans-
mission model with any arbitrary NTx transmit antennas. A tight, closed-form union bound
expression for the ABEP of HR-USTLD systems is presented.
2. A comprehensive study of the application of existing QRD-based LCDAs to HR-USTLD sys-
tems is conducted. Each of these LCDAs was originally proposed for systems that do not
achieve labelling diversity, hence they have been adapted for USTLD systems. It is noted that
the only previous LCDA for USTLD systems [19, 21] cannot be applied to HR-USTLD systems
as it fails when used with more than two transmit antennas.
3. A new LCDA designed specifically for HR-USTLD systems is proposed, which achieves signif-
icantly higher detection accuracy when compared to the existing LCDAs studied.
4. New insights on the manner in which labelling diversity affects the BER performance of systems
are presented. These were not reported in the original work on USTLD systems [2].
5. Expressions are derived to quantitatively evaluate the computational complexity for all detec-
tion algorithms presented in this paper.
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2.3 System Model
2.3.1 Transmission Model
This paper considers an NTx × NRx HR-USTLD system, where the number of transmit antennas
is constrained such that NTx ≤ NRx. A stream of NTx log2M information bits is transmitted over
two time slots. These bits are grouped into NTx labels denoted by vector B =
[
B1 · · · BNTx
]T
,
where the term ‘label’ is for the log2M consecutive bits from the information bitstream. To achieve
labelling diversity, in each time slot, transmitted symbols are selected from constellations with
different mappings. The constellation mapper used in the t-th time slot, where t ∈ [1 : 2], is denoted
Ωt.
NTx × 1 transmit symbol vector xt =
[
x1t · · · xNTxt
]T
is generated such that xi1 = Ω1(Bi) and
xi2 = Ω2(Bi), where i ∈ [1 : NTx]. The set of M possible symbol pairs is denoted ξ, such that its
j-th entry ξ(j) is given by ξ(j) = 〈Ω1(j − 1),Ω2(j − 1)〉, where j ∈ [1 : M ]. After transmission, the





H txt + nt; 〈xi1 , xi2〉 ∈ ξ, i ∈ [1 : NTx]. (2.1)
In (2.1), γ represents the total average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the transmission, assumed to
be equally distributed among the NTx transmit antennas. The variable Ht is the NRx×NTx matrix
of channel coefficients. These channels are assumed to follow a Rayleigh amplitude distribution of

























Figure 2.1: 16QAM Binary Constellation Mapping, Key: Ω1/Ω2
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where α is the fading amplitude [1]. Furthermore, channels are assumed to be frequency flat and
fast-fading. NRx × 1 vector nt represents additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) which follows a
complex normal distribution with zero mean and variance σ2n =
N0
2 per dimension, where N0 is the
single-sided power spectral density of the noise. Both the fading channels and AWGN have uniform
phase distribution.
As suggested in the original work on USTLD systems [2], Ω1 is chosen to be a Gray-coded mapping.
Mapper Ω2 then requires a different mapping to be selected. In this paper, for the case of 16QAM,
the mapper proposed by Samra et al. [9], found to be optimal by previous works on labelling diversity
systems [2, 9], is used. These constellation mappings are illustrated in Figure 2.1. In [9], the optimal
mapper design technique used is only feasible for up to 16-ary constellation sizes. Therefore, the
heuristic-based 64QAM mapper design proposed by Seddik et al. [20] is used. This heuristic design
was found to be superior to the 64QAM mapper design presented by Xu et al. [2] in other works
on USTLD systems [3]. For the case of MPSK constellations, the secondary mapper is constructed
by swapping alternate symbols with their diagonally opposite counterparts, as suggested by Xu et
al [2]. All constellations are power normalised such that E{|xit |2} = 1, where i ∈ [1 : NTx] and
t ∈ [1 : 2].
The proposed HR-USTLD model achieves a data rate of 0.5NTx log2M bits/sec/Hz.
2.3.2 Detection Model
In this work, different detection algorithms are implemented and compared in terms of accuracy and
complexity.





yt = H txt + n´t, (2.2)
where the equivalent noise term n´t is defined as n´t =
√
NTx
γ nt. All detection techniques investigated
assume that perfect channel state information is available at the receiver. After detecting the trans-
mitted symbol pairs, decoding is done to recover the associated labels and hence, the transmitted
information.
2.3.2.1 Maximum Likelihood Detection
Maximum Likelihood Detection (ML detection or MLD) is the benchmark detection technique in-
vestigated in this paper. To perform MLD on the proposed HR-USTLD system, it is required that
received symbol vectors from both time slots are considered simultaneously. Unlike conventional
MIMO detection, MLD for labelling diversity is concerned with joint detection using corresponding
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of a QRD Search Tree
symbols from both mappers. As such, the output of the ML detector is two NTx×1 symbol vectors,
x˜1 and x˜2. The detected data is represented by the label vector, B˜, which corresponds to the labels
associated with the pair 〈x˜1, x˜2〉. The MLD search based on (2.2) is described by




where the MLD detection metric A is defined as
A(xˆ1, xˆ2) = ‖z1 −H 1xˆ1‖2 + ‖z2 −H 2xˆ2‖2 . (2.4)
MLD incurs high-complexity, but ensures the most accurate results, as there are MNTx candidate
symbol pairs that need to be considered.
2.3.2.2 Standard QR Decomposition and QRD-m
QR Decomposition (QRD) and QL Decomposition (QLD) are two techniques for decomposing an
arbitrary complex-valued matrix, A, into an equivalent matrix product. The QRD of A is defined
as A = QQRR, and similarly the QLD of A is A = QQLL. QQR and QQL are unitary, complex








QQL = I ; where I is the identity matrix.
R is an upper, right triangular matrix and L is a lower, left triangular matrix.
To apply these techniques to detection in MIMO systems, the channel coefficient matrix, H, is first
decomposed. Thereafter (2.2) is left-multiplied by the Hermitian of the unitary matrix to produce



















Due to the triangular structure of matrices R and L, detection may be performed on a row-by-row
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basis starting with the row with the most zero elements (i.e. the NTx-th row of R and the 1st
row of L). Back-substitution is then used, so that in each row there are only M candidate symbol
pairs that must be tested. This allows the detection to be formulated as a tree search, through NTx
layers, with M candidate nodes per layer. Each node represents a candidate label and its associated
symbol pair generated from Ω1 and Ω2. The simplest case of QRD and QLD is when the system
of equations defined by (2.5) and (2.6) is perfectly determined. This is the case if the decomposed
matrix, H , was a square matrix (i.e. NTx = NRx). Figure 2.2 illustrates the QRD search tree for a
perfectly determined system. Searching begins at the NTx-th row of matrix R and ends at its first
row. Without loss of generality, it is assumed that Node M − 1 is detected from Row NTx and Node
1 is detected from Row NTx − 1 to illustrate expansion of nodes during the search.
If H is not a square matrix, QRD and QLD may still be performed. When H has fewer rows
than columns (i.e. NTx < NRx), the system of equations it represents is overdetermined. After
decomposition, the triangular matrix of an overdetermined system has rank NTx and NRx − NTx
zero rows. The case of H having more rows than columns (i.e NTx > NRx), does not arise due to
the constraints placed on the system.
If all zero rows of any overdetermined system are discarded, the q-th rows of (2.5) and (2.6), during









The row-by-row detection adapted from (2.3) and based on (2.7) for the q-th row of a QRD search
is then given by:




∣∣αqt − rq,qt xˆt − S1t∣∣2 , (2.9)
and likewise, for the q-th row of a QLD search, the row-by-row detection based on (2.8) is:




∣∣βqt − S2t − lq,qt xˆt∣∣2 , (2.10)
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It may be intuitively observed that both QRD and QLD are equivalent techniques. Radosavljevic
et al. [17] has previously shown that performing QRD on a column-reversed channel matrix Hrev =[
hNTx · · · h1
]
produces a decomposition equivalent to the QLD of the original channel matrix H ,
where hi represents the i-th column of the un-reversed channel matrix H .
A drawback of standard QRD detection is that it is susceptible to error propagation through the
search tree due to the use of back-substitution. Referring to Figure 2.2, suppose an error occurs in
Row NTx and correct detection should have yielded Node 1. This incorrect detection then increases
the likelihood of a detection error in all rows from Row NTx − 1 to Row 1. An approach to combat
this is to change the detection order to maximise the probability of correct detection in upper rows
of the search tree [22]. A simple method of achieving this is by pre-processing and reordering the
columns of H. Columns are arranged such that the sum of column-norms from both time slots are in
ascending order, and the rows of x are also reordered accordingly. For example, assuming a 5×NRx
HR-USTLD system described according to (2.2) by
zt =
[












Ordering is done according to the sum of column-norms across time slots t = 1 and t = 2. With-









t=1 ‖h2‖2t . This means that the probability of correctly detecting x2 is highest,
















Due to the upper, right triangular structure of R after decomposition, it is evident that detection is
now done in order of descending
∑ ‖h‖2. Similarly, the appropriate re-ordering for QLD is
zt =
[
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Another improvement to standard QRD, presented by Kim et al. [16], is QRD-m detection. In
QRD-m, the best m nodes are expanded at each level of the search tree, where m ∈ [1 : M ]. The
case of m = 1 is identical to the standard QRD approach. In QRD-m, the cumulative metrics are
considered at each search layer. QRD-m is illustrated with m = 2 on a perfectly determined system
in Figure 2.3.
2.3.2.3 QR-QL Parallel Searching
The QR-QL Parallel Searching Algorithm (QRLPSA) [17] takes advantage of the symmetry of ma-
trices R and L to reduce the number of layers to be searched through when performing detection.
If the channel matrix of an HR-USTLD system is decomposed using the QRD approach, the order
in which labels are detected starts from label BNTx and ends at label B1. If the QLD approach is
used, this order is reversed. It may be observed from (2.9) and (2.10) that the latter layers of either
search tree have more terms to be computed when performing detection.






layers of each search tree in parallel, the QLD search tree is able to detect labels
B1 to B⌊NTx
2








In general, for the case of even NTx, the floor operator is redundant and thus by parallel searching






-th layer remains after parallel searching. This requires that either the QRD or
QLD search tree be expanded by one extra layer. The original work by Radosavljevic et al. [17] also
uses multiple search paths, as in QRD-m. It further makes use of re-ordering the matrix H such
that the outermost columns have the highest summed column-norms. To illustrate this, consider the
example system given in Section 2.3.2.2 and equations (2.13)-(2.15). Re-ordering (2.13) to perform
1 2 M -1 M. . .
1 2 M -1 M. . . 1 2 M -1 M. . .







Figure 2.3: Illustration of a QRD-m Search Tree
















In this way, the QLD search tree is marginally more accurate than the QRD search tree, which
suggests that the remaining layer after parallel searching be obtained by expanding one more layer
of the QLD search tree.
2.3.2.4 Extended QR-QL Parallel Searching Algorithm
An extension to the QRLPSA was proposed by Peer et al. [18], where two further stages are
introduced to the detection process. Peer et al. [18] developed their algorithm for a coded system -
as such, only the aspects applicable to uncoded systems such as HR-USTLD are investigated further
in this paper.
The three stage structure of the uncoded aspects of Extended QRLPSA is illustrated in Figure
2.4. The first stage is to perform parallel searching as in the QRLPSA, which produces m partial
candidate label vectors from the QRD and QLD search trees respectively, denoted {B˜}mQR and
{B˜}mQL. The second stage is to merge these partial candidate symbol pair vectors to form a set of m2













The detection metrics of the partial candidate vectors are summed to produce a detection metric
for the merged candidate vectors. This set is then reduced to a set of K candidate labels, {B˜}K ⊂
{B˜}m2 , where K ∈ [1 : m2). {B˜}K is then populated with the K candidate label vectors from





















Figure 2.4: Block Diagram of Extended QRLPSA
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In the final stage, a QLD tree search through only ξreduced is performed, yielding the final estimate
of the transmitted labels. The detection metric for the q-th layer of this search is given by (2.19),
where q ∈ [1 : NTx]. This metric has been obtained by modifying (2.10). Thereafter, Peer et al. [18]
make use of techniques applicable to coded systems to determine the suitability of this estimate,
however, these techniques are not applicable for HR-USTLD.











2.3.2.5 Proposed LCDA: Multiple Stage Reduced Set Detection for USTLD
As shown by the results in Section 2.5, the Extended QRLPSA [18] does not improve detection
accuracy compared to QRLPSA [17] when applied to HR-USTLD. It is also shown that both these
algorithms offer poor detection accuracy compared to MLD, with up to 7dB loss in the high SNR
region of the systems investigated (see Figures 2.8 and 2.9).
There is generally a trade-off between accuracy and complexity in LCDAs. The QRD-based LCDAs
presented reduce complexity by transforming the exhaustive ML search to a layer-by-layer tree
search, which reduces the search space of candidate symbol vector pairs considered. However, adopt-
ing a layer-by-layer approach reduces the amount of information used to perform detection at each
stage of the tree search, which results in these LCDAs being unable to fully capture the diversity
of the system. By considering more received signals during detection, such as when computing ML
metric A in (2.4), more information about the channel is present to increase detection accuracy.
Moreover, QRD-based LCDAs are susceptible to error propagation through the search tree, which






















Figure 2.5: Block Diagram of MSRSD-USTLD
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In order to improve the accuracy of Extended QRLPSA, this paper proposes a new scheme called
Multiple Stage Reduced Set Detection for USTLD (MSRSD-USTLD). The proposed scheme follows
the same three-stage structure as Extended QRLPSA (shown in Figure 2.4), but increases accuracy
by considering a greater search space than Extended QRLPSA during the final stage of detection.
In addition, the final reduced set search for MSRSD-USTLD is based on the ML metric, A, instead
of the QLD tree search used in Extended QRLPSA. This further increases accuracy, but also causes
an increase in complexity. A more detailed block diagram of MSRSD-USTLD is given in Figure 2.5.
The first two stages of MSRSD-USTLD are logically the same as for the Extended QRLPSA. Parallel
searching is performed during Stage 1 to obtain partial candidate label vectors {B˜}mQR and {B˜}mQL,
which are merged and reduced during Stage 2 to produce {B˜}m2 , ξmerged (2.17), {B˜}K and ξreduced
(2.18), as described in Section 2.3.2.4. However, MSRSD-USRLD differs from Extended QRLPSA
in that instead of summing the metrics from {B˜}mQR and {B˜}mQL, the detection metric for the merged
candidate label vectors are obtained by evaluating ML metric A, given in (2.4), for each candidate
symbol vector pair in ξmerged. The K candidate label vectors with the lowest merged detection
metrics are again used for constructing {B˜}K and ξreduced.
In Stage 3 of MSRSD-USTLD, NTx reduced sets of candidate symbol vector pairs, ξ
∗
j , j ∈ [1 : NTx]
are defined as the ‘union sets’. The final estimate of the transmitted information is obtained by
performing an ML search through the union sets as described by




To generate the union sets, it is first necessary to perform pre-processing and generate a lookup
table of M reduced constellation sets, ξλi . ξ
λ
i represents the λ most likely symbol vector pairs to be
detected for transmitted information label i, where 1 < λ ≤ M . The metric chosen to determine
which symbol pairs should be selected to build the reduced constellation sets is the product ED, as
it is shown by Samra et al. [9] and Xu et al. [2] that USTLD mappers are designed to maximise the
minimum product ED between labels across both constellation mappers. The product ED between
the labels a and b is defined by:
∏
d (a, b) = d1 (a, b) d2 (a, b) , (2.21)
where
dt (a, b) = |Ωt(a)− Ωt(b)|2 ; t ∈ [1 : 2] (2.22)
is the squared ED between the symbols represented by labels a and b as a result of each mapper Ω1
and Ω2. To construct ξ
λ
i for label i, i ∈ [0 : M − 1], the algorithm given in Table 2.1 is implemented.
Given the existence of the reduced constellation sets, the union set is constructed based on the output
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Table 2.1: Algorithm for generating lookup table entries of ξλi , i ∈ [1 : M ]






, iˆ ∈ [0 : M − 1] and store
these as the set {∏ d}M .
Step 2: Sort {∏ d}M in ascending order.
Step 3: Construct {ˆi}λ by storing the first λ candidate labels, iˆ, from the







= 0, which occurs when i = iˆ.
Step 4: Construct the reduced constellation set ξλi by mapping the candidate












1 · · · B˜(j)NTx
]T
; j ∈ [1 : K]. Thus, the union set






















The union set may be optimised by removing any duplicate entries in the set. As such, the cardinality
of each union set is in the range λ ≤
∣∣∣ξ∗j ∣∣∣ ≤ Kλ.
It is noted that the search described in (2.20) has worst-case ML search space KλNTx , which incurs
much higher complexity than the LCDAs discussed in Section 2.3.2.1 to Section 2.3.2.4. However, by
selecting a suitably small value for K and an appropriate λ, it is possible to ensure that KλNTx 
MNTx , thereby allowing significant complexity reduction compared to MLD. In this way, MSRSD-
USTLD defines three adjustable parameters m, K and λ, the values for which present a trade-off
between detection accuracy and complexity. By comparison, the QRD-m [16]and QRLPSA [17] have
only one degree of freedom (m) and the Extended QRLPSA [18] has two (m and K).
A final optimisation to reduce the complexity of MSRSD-USTLD is to retain the m2 ML metrics
computed in Stage 2 of detection and re-use them in Stage 3 if any of the same candidate symbol








⊂ ξ∗j ; j ∈
[1 : NTx], the maximum number of ML metrics computed during the third detection stage is reduced
to K (λ− 1)NTx .
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2.4 Performance Analysis
2.4.1 Average Bit Error Probability for High-Rate USTLD
An approach to analysing the average bit error probability (ABEP) for a 2 × NRx MIMO system
in both fast-fading and quasi-static Rayleigh fading conditions is given by Xu et al [2]. This paper
follows the same approach and extends it to the more general case of an NTx × NRx HR-USTLD
system. An important assumption made at the start of the analysis by Xu et al. [2] is that at
high SNR, only one of the transmitted symbol pairs is incorrectly detected. This assumption is
reasonable, as the the system is expected to have high link reliability at high SNRs. Therefore, the
same assumption is also used when analysing the performance of HR-USTLD in this paper. Given




























For the sake of notation, and without loss of generality, it is assumed that the incorrectly detected
symbol pair is 〈x˜a1 , x˜a2〉, a ∈ [1 : NTx]. The corresponding transmitted symbol pair is denoted




may be equivalently written as P (〈xa1 , xa2〉 → 〈x˜a1 , x˜a2〉).
Given the assumption that only one symbol pair is incorrect, Xu et al. [2] have shown that the
conditional PEP may be expressed as:
P
(
X→ X˜| H 1,H 2
)























0.5 (x csc y)2
)
dy is the Gaussian Q-function [23]. In (2.26), φ1 and φ2 are
central chi-squared random variables which each have 2NRx degrees of freedom [2]. The underlying
Gaussian random variables that form φ1 have zero mean and variance
γ
4NTx
|xa1 − x˜a1 |2. Similarly,
the Gaussian random variables that form φ2 have zero mean and variance
γ
4NTx
|xa2 − x˜a2 |2. The
derivations for the variance of these random variables can be found in the work by Xu et al [2].
As shown by Xu et al. [2], the unconditional PEP is found by integrating the conditional PEP,
given by (2.26), over the probability density functions of φ1 and φ2 and applying a trapezoidal
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whereM1(s) andM2(s) are the respective moment generating functions (MGFs) of φ1 and φ2 under
the assumption of NRx independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Rayleigh fading channels, and
n is an arbitrarily large integer value that allows the summation to converge to the same result as
the underlying integral. Xu et al. [2] have shown that the MGF is defined in terms of the variance
of the Gaussian random variables that underlie φ1 and φ2. These were derived by Xu et al. for
the specific case of NTx = 2. Abstracting for the more general case of NTx transmit antennas, and








; t ∈ [1 : 2]. (2.28)
Thus, the overall ABEP for an NTx ×NRx HR-USTLD system in i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channels is

































2.4.2 Analytical Evaluation of Algorithmic Complexity
When reviewing literature, it is found that the authors of the existing LCDAs discussed in Section
2.3.2 analyse complexity using different metrics [16–18]. In Table I of the paper by Kim et al. [16],
QRD-m is compared to MLD in terms of complex additions, subtractions and multiplications, as well
as real multiplications. Radosalvjevic et al. [17] implement the QRLPSA on a field programmable
gate array and evaluate its performance in terms of the number of arithmetic units used and the
search latencies experienced in the hardware implementation. Finally, Peer et al. [18] analyse
the complexity of the Extended QRLPSA in terms of the number of expanded nodes during the
detection search. To fairly analyse and compare the LCDAs investigated in this work, a unified
means of evaluating complexity is considered: the effective number of real mathematical operations
performed during the detection process, which is denoted by the symbol Ψ. Real operations were
also used by Pillay and Xu [4] in their complexity analysis of USTLD systems with media-based
modulation. Complex addition, or subtraction, is considered to have 2 effective real operations and
complex multiplication is considered to have 6 effective real operations. Vector norms are said to
consist of 4|V| − 1 operations, where |V| is the length of the vector.
According to Peer et al. [18], the complexity of decomposing matrix H by either QRD or QLD is
negligible compared to the complexity of searching, and is thus neglected.
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Table 2.2: Complexity Comparison of LCDAs in terms of Number of Candidate Label Vectors
LCDA No. of Candidate Label Vectors (Nodes)
MLD MNTx
QRD MNTx
QRD-m [16] M +mM (NTx − 1)
QRLPSA [17] 2M +mM(NTx − 2)





MSRSD-USTLD 2M +mM(NTx − 2) +m2 +K (λ− 1)NTx
Table 2.3: Complexity Comparison of LCDAs in terms of Effective Real Operations
LCDA Number of Effective Real Operations (Ψ)
MLD MNTx(16NTxNRx + 8NRx − 1)
















4N2Tx + 15NTx − 46
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; even NTx






























The pre-processing and ordering of H incurs a complexity of 8NTxNRx −NTx operations.
A summary of the complexity of each detection scheme is given in terms of the number of expanded
nodes during the detecion search in Table 2.2. Table 2.3 presents a similar summary in terms of the
number of effective real operations, Ψ. Derivations for the expressions in Table 2.3 are provided in
the Appendix. Note that for MSRSD-USTLD, the complexity cannot be exactly determined (see
Appendix, Section 2.7.4). Thus, the expression given in the last row of Table 2.3 is for the upper
bound of the complexity of MSRSD-USTLD.
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2.5 Results and Discussion
Monte Carlo simulations were used to produce all results presented in this section. In the first set of
results, the analytical expression for the ABEP (2.29), which was derived in Section 2.4.1, is verified.
As shown in Figure 2.6, simulation results based on ML detection converge to the theoretical ABEP
in the high SNR region. Results are presented for various antenna array sizes, modulation orders
and for both QAM and PSK modulation.
The next set of results compares the performance of HR-USTLD and similar schemes of equal data
rate. The results presented in Figure 2.7 and Table 2.4 compare the theoretical performance of six
systems which achieve a data rate of 6 bits/sec/Hz: i) a conventional 3 × 4 4QAM MIMO system,
ii) a conventional 1 × 4 64QAM single-input, multiple-output (SIMO) system, iii) a 2 × 4 64QAM
Alamouti space-time block coded system [8], iv) a 2 × 4 64QAM USTLD system [2], v) a 3 × 4
64QAM USTLD system with 3 labelling diversity mappers [10] and vi) a 3× 4 16QAM HR-USTLD
system. It is highlighted that the ‘conventional’ SIMO and MIMO systems considered utilise a single
time slot to transmit information [5], and that the USTLD system with 3 labelling diversity mappers
utilises 3 time slots to transmit information [10]. The mappers used for the 3 mapper USTLD system
are constructed by following the design rules presented in Section 4 of the work by Ayanda et al
[10]. The results in Figure 2.7 show that by using a lower order modulation and more transmit
antennas, the 3 × 4 16QAM HR-USTLD system outperforms the existing 2 × 4 64QAM USTLD
Figure 2.6: Analytical ABEP converging to simulated results using ML Detection
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Figure 2.7: Bit Error Rate Comparison of Uncoded Systems with Equal Data Rate
Table 2.4: Diversity Order Comparison of Systems in Figure 2.7
Transmission Scheme Diversity Order (Γ)
Conventional MIMO [5] NRx
Conventional SIMO [5] NRx
Alamouti [8] 2NRx
USTLD (original) [2] 2NRx
USTLD (3 Mappers) [10] 3NRx
HR-USTLD 2NRx
system by approximately 4dB in the high SNR region. The gradient of the curves also confirm that
HR-USTLD achieves similar diversity to the original USTLD model. This may be quantified in
terms of the diversity order, Γ, which is defined as [24]:





By using (2.30) to determine the diversity order of each of the systems presented in Figure 2.7, the re-
sults given in Table 2.4 are obtained. The values for ΓAlamouti and ΓUSTLD (3 Mappers) match those that
have been reported in literature [8, 10]. The values obtained for ΓUSTLD (original), ΓUSTLD (3 Mappers)
and ΓHR-USTLD indicate that the diversity order of USTLD systems is a product of the number
of time slots over which the same information is transmitted and the number of receive antennas.
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Stated differently, the diversity order represents the total number of independent copies of the same
information codeword that are available at the receiver when performing detection. It is interesting
to note that the number of labelling diversity mappers in the system does not directly influence the
diversity order. This is shown most clearly by the result that ΓAlamouti = ΓUSTLD (original) = 2NRx.
Qualitative analysis of the results presented in other works that apply labelling diversity to systems
that utilise only one transmission time slot, such as those studied by Naidoo [25], also indicate that
diversity order is unaffected by labelling diversity.
This leads to an interesting deduction which was not reported in the original work on USTLD
systems [2] – the inclusion of labelling diversity in system does not change the diversity order of the
system. Rather, the BER performance improvement as a result of labelling diversity is qualitatively
observed by a lateral shift of the high-SNR region of BER vs Total Average SNR curve (as shown
in Figure 2.7). These lateral shifts of the BER vs Total Average SNR curve are generally typical of
a coding gain [5], however labelling diversity does not introduce coding to the system.
A further observation that is drawn from the results in Figure 2.7 highlights the importance of mapper
design USTLD systems. In their work, Ayanda et al. [10] compared their 3 mapper USTLD with a 2
mapper USTLD system based on the secondary mapper design by Xu et al. [2] for a 64QAM USTLD
system. It was since shown by Quazi and Patel [3] that the secondary mapper design technique by
Seddik et al. [20] is better than that proposed by Xu et al. for 64QAM modulation. The results in
Figure 2.7 show that the 3×4 64QAM USTLD system with 3 mappers [10] performs worse than the
original 2×4 64QAM 2 mapper USTLD system [2] (utilising the secondary mapper design proposed
by Seddik et al.) by approximately 2dB. This emphasises that mapper design has a drastic influence
on the performance of USTLD systems.
The final set of results in this paper investigates the performance of QRD-based LCDAs on HR-
USTLD. Algorithms are compared in terms of accuracy and complexity to the benchmark case of
MLD. Accuracy is observed graphically by the closeness of the BER curves to the ML case, and
complexity is compared by using the equations presented in Tables 2.2 and 2.3. Since the number
of effective real operations gives a more realistic indication of performance, the discussion focusses
on this metric. It is also useful to define the percentage reduction in effective real operations for an
LCDA, which is given by:
% Reduction of ΨLCDA = 1− ΨLCDA
ΨMLD
. (2.31)
From the results presented in Figure 2.8 and 2.9, as well as Tables 2.5 and 2.6, it is clear that
existing QRD-based LCDAs are unsuitable for HR-USTLD systems. Despite reducing the number
of effective real operations by over 99%, these schemes fail to capture the system diversity and
do not achieve detection accuracy comparable to MLD. By contrast, the proposed MSRSD-USTLD
algorithm achieves near-ML accuracy. The results indicate that there is a significant complexity cost
associated with this increase in accuracy, as expected, when comparing MSRSD-USTLD to existing
QRD-based LCDAs. However, MSRSD-USTLD provides considerable complexity reduction when
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Figure 2.8: Comparison of LCDA Accuracy for 4× 4 16QAM HR-USTLD
Table 2.5: Comparison of LCDA Complexity for HR-USTLD System in Figure 2.8
Candidate Label Vectors
LCDA No. of Candidate Label Vectors
QRD 64
QRD-m, m = 10 496
QRLPSA, m = 7 256
Extended QRLPSA, m = 10,K = 85 522
MSRSD-USTLD, m = 10,K = 2, λ = 10 13 574
MLD 65 536
Effective Real Operations
LCDA ΨLCDA % Reduction in Ψ
QRD 3 372 99.98%
QRD-m, m = 10 27 132 99.86%
QRLPSA, m = 7 10 076 99.95%
Extended QRLPSA, m = 10,K = 85 24 630 99.87%
MSRSD-USTLD, m = 10,K = 2, λ = 10 3 808 534 79.75%
MLD 18 808 832 0%
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Figure 2.9: Comparison of LCDA Accuracy for 4× 5 16PSK HR-USTLD
Table 2.6: Comparison of LCDA Complexity for HR-USTLD System in Figure 2.9
Candidate Label Vectors
LCDA No. of Candidate Label Vectors
QRD 64
QRD-m, m = 8 400
QRLPSA, m = 8 288
Extended QRLPSA, m = 9,K = 75 470
MSRSD-USTLD, m = 8,K = 2, λ = 8 5 154
MLD 65 536
Effective Real Operations
LCDA ΨLCDA % Reduction
QRD 3544 99.98%
QRD-m, m = 8 22 024 99.91%
QRLPSA, m = 8 11 636 99.95%
Extended QRLPSA, m = 9,K = 75 22 415 99.90%
MSRSD-USTLD, m = 8,K = 2, λ = 8 1 758 530 92.53%
MLD 23 527 424 0%
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compared to the benchmark case of MLD. For high modulation orders, the achievable complexity
reduction of MSRSD-USTLD may be approximated as 1 − (λ−1M )NTx . For reasonable values such
as λ = 35 and a 4 × NRx 64-ary QAM or PSK system, this results in complexity reduction of
approximately 1− (3464)4 = 92.03%.
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2.6 Conclusion
In this paper, USTLD was extended to a more general case of any NTx transmit antennas. The
motivation behind such an extension is that increasing NTx allows for higher data rates to be achieved
at lower modulation orders; which results in better system error performance. Results confirm this
and show a 4dB performance improvement between HR-USTLD and existing USTLD systems for a
6 bits/sec/Hz data rate. In addition to defining the HR-USTLD system model, this paper derives an
analytical expression for the upper bound of the ABEP which is verified against simulated results.
To combat the exponential increase in computational complexity associated with systems with mul-
tiple transmit antennas, a new LCDA designed specifically for the HR-USTLD systems is presented
(MSRSD-USTLD). It is shown that MSRSD-USTLD is capable of achieving near-ML detection ac-
curacy. From the systems investigated, the worst-case complexity of MSRSD-USTLD is shown to
still achieve 79.75% complexity reduction when compared to MLD in a 4 × 4 16QAM HR-USTLD
system and 92.53% reduction in a 4 × 5 16PSK HR-USTLD system. It is noted that although
the MSRSD-USTLD algorithm proposed has been developed using QRD-based LCDAs in its initial
stages, this is not a strict constraint. As such, future works may investigate the application of other
existing LCDAs in the initial stages of MSRSD-USTLD.
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2.7 Appendix: Derivations of Complexity in Terms of Effective
Real Operations
In the work of Pillay and Xu [4], it is suggested that algorithmic complexity be measured in terms
of real operations. This paper considers the same metric when determining the complexity of the
detection schemes considered. When working with complex numbers, a single complex multiplication
consists of 4 real multiplications and 2 real additions, equalling 6 effective real operations. Complex
addition consists of 2 real additions, and similarly for complex subtractions. The derivation of
complexity in terms of this metric for the detection schemes given in Section 2.3.2 follows.
2.7.1 MLD Derivation
MLD for HR-USTLD is done by evaluating the decision metric given in (2.4) for each of the MNTx
possible vector pairs 〈xˆ1, xˆ2〉, where 〈xˆi1 , xˆi2〉 ∈ ξ, i ∈ [1 : NTx]. For a given vector xˆt, t ∈ [1 : 2], the
following derives the complexity of calculating vector norm ‖zt −H txˆt‖2:
1. Matrix product H txˆt: NTxNRx complex multiplications, NRxNTx −NRx complex additions.
2. Vector subtraction zt −H txˆt: NRx complex subtractions.
3. Vector norm ‖zt −H txˆt‖2: 4NRx − 1 real operations.
This gives a total of 8NTxNRx+4NRx−1 effective real operations. It then follows that the complexity
of MLD is given by
ΨMLD = M
NTx (2 (8NTxNRx + 4NRx − 1) + 1)
= MNTx (16NTxNRx + 8NRx − 1) . (2.32)
2.7.2 QRD, QRD-m and QRLPSA Derivations
For QRD, QRD-m and QRLPSA, the derivations presented are for perfectly determined systems.
This approach is identical when considering overdetermined systems if zero rows are discarded.
Pre-processing by re-ordering H is not considered part of the algorithm, and the complexity of
performing the actual decompositions (i.e. converting H to matrix product QR or matrix product
QL) is neglected, as per Peer et al [18].
When considering any QRD-based detection schemes, the first step of detection after decomposing
matrix H is to perform left-multiplication as shown in (2.5). This matrix multiplication consists
of 2N2Rx complex multiplications and 2NRx(NRx − 1) complex additions, giving a total complexity
of 16N2Rx − 4NRx effective real operations. The left-multiplication for a QLD-based system, which
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is necessary for the QRLPSA, is described by (2.6) and incurs the same complexity as for QRD.
Searching through the q-th layer of the QRD search tree during time slot t, as described by (2.9),
the complexity may be calculated as:
1. Summation S1t : q − 1 complex multiplications, q − 2 complex additions.
2. Scalar subtraction αqt − rq,qt xˆt − S1t : 1 complex multiplication, 2 complex subtractions.
3. ED
∣∣αqt − rq,qt xˆt − S1t∣∣2: 3 real operations
Thus the complexity of searching through the q-th layer of the QRD search tree has 8q+ 3 effective
real operations. Summing this result across both time slots yields:
Ψlayer(q) = 2(8q + 3) + 1 = 16q + 7. (2.33)
The complexity for searching though the QRD tree is found by summing the result of (2.33) through
all NTx layers of the QRD search tree and testing M candidate symbol pairs per layer. Using the
identity given by Weisstein [26],
A∑
k=1
k = A2 (A+ 1), the result is:
ΨQRD = 16N
2









where the first two terms are as a result of the left-multiplication as explained previously. The same
result is obtained for a QLD search tree.








= 16N2Rx − 4NRx + 23M +mM
(
8N2Tx + 15NTx − 23
)
. (2.35)
For parallel searching, it is sufficient to consider only the complexity of the QRD search tree and
double the result to take the QLD search tree into account. While traversing the search tree, the












-th layer is evaluated after parallel searching.
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Solving for the cases of even and odd NTx respectively yields:
ΨQRLPSA, even NTx = 32N
2
Rx − 8NRx + 46M +mM(4N2Tx + 15NTx − 46) (2.37)
ΨQRLPSA, odd NTx = 32N
2
Rx − 8NRx + 46M +mM(4N2Tx + 15NTx − 42) (2.38)
2.7.3 Extended QRLPSA Derivation
For the Extended QRLPSA, the first stage is to perform parallel searching and thus incurs the
complexity described by (2.36)-(2.38). During the second stage, there are only m2 real additions as
a result of summing the metrics of the partial candidate label vectors during merging. Sorting and
reducing to the set of K merged vectors incurs minimal complexity and is neglected. Finally, the





layers of the QRD
search tree and expanding K nodes per layer. Thus the complexity of Extended QRLPSA is:


























. Similarly, for odd NTx, the










Similarly to Extended QRLPSA, the first stage of MSRSD-USTLD is to perform parallel searching,
the complexity of which is given in (2.36)-(2.38). Stages 2 and 3 both evaluate the MLD detection
metric A, which has been defined in (2.4), through ξmerged and ξreduced respectively. Complexity
for each of these stages may be found by using the result from (2.32) for the complexity of the ML
metric and multiplying by the cardinality of the respective search set. For Stage 2, |ξmerged| = m2
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and thus the complexity is:
ΨMSRSD-USTLD, Stage 2 = m
2 (16NTxNRx + 8NRx − 1) . (2.40)
For Stage 3, due to the optimisations outlined in Section 2.3.2.5, the size of the search space |ξreduced|
cannot be exactly determined. The maximum size of the reduced set search space is given by
|ξreduced|max = K (λ− 1)NTx . Thus, the resulting upper bound on the Stage 3 complexity is:
ΨMSRSD-USTLD, Stage 3 ≤ K (λ− 1)NTx (16NTxNRx + 8NRx − 1) . (2.41)
Finally, the complexity of MSRSD-USTLD is given by:
ΨMSRSD-USTLD ≤ ΨQRLPSA + ΨMSRSD-USTLD, Stage 2 + ΨMSRSD-USTLD, Stage 3. (2.42)
Substituting (2.36), (2.40) and (2.41) into (2.42) produces the expression given in Table 2.3.
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3.1 Abstract
Greater spectral efficiency has recently been achieved for Uncoded Space Time Labelling Diversity
(USTLD) systems by increasing the number of antennas in the transmit antenna array. However, due
to constrained physical space in hardware, the use of more antennas can lead to degradation in error
performance due to correlation. Thus, this paper studies the effects of spatial correlation on the error
performance of USTLD systems. The union bound approach, along with the Kronecker correlation
model, is used to derive an analytical expression for the average bit error probability (ABEP) in
the presence of Nakagami-q fading. This expression is validated by the results of Monte Carlo
simulations, which shows a tight fit in the high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) region. The degradation
in error performance due to transmit and receive antenna correlation is investigated independently.
Results indicate that transmit antenna correlation in the USTLD systems investigated (3× 3 8PSK,
2 × 4 16PSK, 2 × 4 16QAM and 2 × 4 64QAM) causes a greater degradation in error performance
than receive antenna correlation. It is also shown that 2 × 4 USTLD systems are more susceptible
to correlation than comparable space-time block coded systems for 8PSK, 16PSK, 16QAM and
64QAM.
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3.2 Introduction
The idea of labelling diversity was initially proposed by Huang and Ritcey [1, 2] for bit-interleaved
coded systems with iterative decoding (BICSs-ID), which was later expanded on by Krasicki [3,
4]. The use of convolutional coding in BICSs-ID incurs high detection complexity, resulting in
higher latencies and increased power consumption. This motivated for the subsequent application of
labelling diversity to uncoded systems, such as: decode-and-forward relay systems [5], multi-packet
data transmissions with automatic repeat requests [6, 7], space-time block coded (STBC) systems
[8], STBC systems with spatial modulation [9] and space time channel modulated STBC systems
using radio frequency mirrors [10].
The focus of this paper is on the Uncoded Space Time Labelling Diversity (USTLD) systems proposed
by Xu et al [8]. USTLD systems achieve improved error performance compared to conventional
multiple-input, multiple-output (MIMO) systems as a result of two diversity mechanisms: labelling
diversity and antenna diversity. Labelling diversity is achieved by transmitting the same binary data
over two time slots using symbols from two different constellation mappings. The binary mappers are
designed such that adjacent symbols in each constellation map are spaced further apart in subsequent
maps. This allows detection to be based on symbol pairs instead of individual symbols. In doing
so, error performance is improved in a similar manner to conventional error correction codes [11],
despite USTLD being an uncoded system.
Antenna diversity is achieved by adopting a MIMO structure, which creates more signal paths
between transmitter and receiver, each of which experiences independent fading. Ideally, these signal
paths are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.). The use of multiple signal paths leads to
lower error rates when compared to a single path [11, 12]. The original MIMO structure of USTLD
[8] describes a system with two transmit antennas and any arbitrary NRx receive antennas. This
2 × NRx structure, along with the use of two time slots to transmit the same binary information,
closely resembles the orthogonal STBC system proposed by Alamouti [13]. Xu et al. show that
labelling diversity allows USTLD systems to achieve better error performance than Alamouti STBC
systems.
The 2×NRx USTLD model was recently extended to consider any arbitrary NTx transmit antennas
by Patel et al [14]. It is noted that NTx × NRx USTLD systems are comparable to existing quasi-
orthogonal STBC (Q-STBC) systems with more than two transmit antennas [15–17]. The use of
NTx > 2 transmit antennas allows Q-STBC systems to achieve more transmit antenna diversity,
improving error performance. However, Q-STBC systems use more than two time slots to transmit
the same binary information. As a result, Q-STBC systems experience higher latencies, decreased
spectral efficiency and increased processing overheads. NTx×NRx USTLD systems are not as affected
by these challenges as they use only two time slots.
Conventional ideal analysis of MIMO systems, such as USTLD, assumes that signal paths are i.i.d.,
and hence, the channels are uncorrelated. However, in a real system, channels may experience
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spatial or temporal correlation. Temporal correlation arises when the system experiences deep
fading [12, 18]. Spatial correlation results from the physical proximity of antennas and may be
expressed as a function of the spacing between antennas and the wavelength of the transmission
carrier [19–21]. Due to the inverse proportionality between wavelength and frequency, there is a
greater likelihood of antenna correlation occurring at higher frequencies (such as the millimetre
wave frequency spectrum that has been studied for next-generation MIMO systems [22]). To this
end, the study of USTLD in spatially correlated channels provides insight into the degradation in
error performance that may be expected when USTLD is applied to real systems, such as mobile
ad-hoc networks or satellite telecommunication. Temporal correlation is not studied in detail, as
the error performance of USTLD does not degrade in the presence of quasi-static fading across both
transmission time slots [8].
The simplest case of correlated channel analysis is to consider a system with dual-correlated receive
antennas (i.e. two correlated receive antennas). In Fang et al. [23], it is shown that identical,
dual-correlated channels may be modelled as equivalent non-identical, uncorrelated channels by
applying an orthogonal transform. This technique was adapted in a study of USTLD systems in
dual-correlated channels [24], which presents results for a 2×2 system assuming no transmit antenna
correlation. The same work [24] also shows that, for dual-correlated systems, the error performance
of USTLD deteriorates more rapidly as channel correlation increases when compared to conventional
MIMO systems.
This paper extends the aforementioned study [24] to the more general case of NTx × NRx USTLD
systems in the presence of antenna correlation, at either the transmit or receive sides, or both.
To achieve this, the methods of analysis given in Hedayet et al. [18] are adopted in this paper.
By using the Kronecker model [25], Hedayet et al. showed that the identical correlated channels of
space-time coded MIMO systems may be modelled as eigenvalue-weighted, uncorrelated channels for
statistical analysis [18]. This technique has previously been employed in the study of various other
correlated MIMO systems such as: space-time trellis coded systems [18], super-orthogonal space-
time trellis coded systems [18], generalised STBC systems [18], STBC spatial modulation systems
[26], decode-and-forward based cooperative STBC spatial modulation systems [27], linear dispersion
coded systems [18] and diagonal-algebraic space-time coded systems [18]. It is noted that other
correlation models have been proposed in literature, such as the non-separable correlation model
[29–32]. These studies indicate that the non-separable model provides a better fit to measured data
than the Kronecker model when analysing channel capacity. However, the works of Tulino et al. [30],
Lin et al. [33] and Moustakas et al. [34] show that the non-separable model reduces to the Kronecker
model for systems that achieve antenna diversity, and hence they are equivalent for USTLD systems.
Previous studies of USTLD [8, 14, 24] have all been conducted under the assumption of Rayleigh
fading channels. The Rayleigh fading model describes transmission paths where there is no strong
line-of-sight path between the transmitter and receiver [11, 12]. A more general model that better
indicates the worst-case performance of a MIMO system is the Nakagami-q fading model [28, 35],
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which encompasses Rayleigh fading as a specific case. Literature shows that Nakagami-q provides a
good fit for modelling signal propagation in satellite links subjected to strong ionospheric scintillation
[12, 36]. To this end, a further contribution of this paper is that the error performance of USTLD
is derived for Nakagami-q.
In terms of notation, this paper represents vectors and matrices in boldface and scalars in italics.
(·)T, (·)H, ‖·‖ and E{·} represent the transpose, Hermitian operator, vector Frobenius norm and
statistical expectation, respectively. J0(z) and I0(z) are the respective unmodified and modified
zeroth-order Bessel functions of the first kind, related by J0(z) = I0 (−jz), as indicated by Weisstein
[37]. a ∼ N (x¯, σ2) means that the random variable a follows a normal distribution with mean x¯
and variance σ2. The superscripts (·)I and (·)Q represent the in-phase and quadrature components
of complex signals respectively. The operator V{A} returns the eigenvalues of matrix A.
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3.3 System Model
3.3.1 Transmission Model
The system considers an NTx × NRx USTLD system as defined by Patel et al. [14], where NTx ≤
NRx. For a 2
m-ary constellation, every m bits from the data stream defines a codeword, or ‘label’,
L. Thus, a bitstream of mNTx information bits produces a label vector with NTx entries, L =[
L1 · · · LNTx
]T
. L is used to produce symbols that are transmitted across two time slots. To
achieve labelling diversity, the transmitted symbols in each time slot are selected from different
binary mappers Ω1 and Ω2. The vector of symbols transmitted in time slot k, where k ∈ [1 : 2], is
thus [Ωk (L)] =
[
Ωk (L1) · · · Ωk (LNTx)
]T
. This work focuses on quadrature amplitude modulated
(QAM) and phase shift keyed (PSK) constellations, due to the existence of binary mappers which
achieve labelling diversity for these modulation schemes [6, 8]. The sub-optimal binary mappers
proposed by Xu et al. [8] are used for 64QAM and all PSK constellations. For 16QAM, the mapping
structure of Samra et al. [6] (illustrated in Figure 3.1) is used, as it is found to be optimal [6, 8]. All
constellations are power-normalised such that E{|Ω1(l)|2} = E{|Ω2(l)|2} = 1 for all possible labels
l ∈ [0 : 2m − 1].





Hk [Ωk (L)] + nk, k ∈ [1 : 2], (3.1)
where γ represents the total average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the transmission, assumed to be
equally distributed among the NTx transmit antennas. nk =
[


























Figure 3.1: 16QAM Binary Constellation Mapping. Key: Ω1/Ω2
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white Gaussian noise (AWGN) during time slot k which follows a complex normal distribution with




k · · · h(NTx)k
]
represents the correlated fading channels
during time slot k, which are assumed to be frequency-flat and may either be fast or quasi-static
fading over the duration of the two time slots. Each vector h
(a)
k , a ∈ [1 : NTx], is a column with NRx
entries. It is assumed that the fading follows a Nakagami-q amplitude distribution. The entry of















, a ∈ [1 : NRx], b ∈ [1 : NTx], k =
[1 : 2]. The fading parameter q is the ratio of the standard deviations of the quadrature to in-phase
components of each entry in Hk, as stated by Amol and Kaur [28], and lies in the range 0 ≤ q ≤ 1.
Romero-Jerez and Lopez-Martinez [35] further indicate that q may also be viewed as an indication












. Each component of the elements in Hk may be












)Q ∼ N (0, q2
1+q2
)
for all a ∈ [1 : NRx], b ∈ [1 : NTx], k = [1 : 2] [38]. The probability density























It may be observed that the bounds of q correspond to the respective cases of single-sided Gaussian
(SSG) (q = 0) and Rayleigh (q = 1) amplitude distributions [12]. Additionally, in (3.1), nk and Hk
are assumed to have uniform phase distribution.
3.3.2 Correlation Model
In this paper, the Kronecker correlation model [25] is adopted to relate the correlated channel matrix












, k ∈ [1 : 2], (3.3)
where CTx and CRx represent the respective antenna correlation matrices at the transmitter and





Rx · · · ρ(1,NRx)Rx
ρ
(2,1)











Rx denotes the correlation coefficient between the i-th and j-th receive antennas. NTx×NTx
matrix CTx is similarly defined in terms of the correlation coefficients between the i-th and j-th
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transmit antennas, ρ
(i,j)




j, i, j ∈ [1 : NTx] and ρ(i,j)Rx = ρRx(j,i); i 6= j, i, j ∈ [1 : NRx]. It is noted that instances of complex
correlation coefficients exist in literature, in which case ρ
(i,j)
Tx = ¯ρTx




(j,i); i 6= j, i, j ∈ [1 : NRx], where (¯·) denotes the complex conjugate. However, in the
context of only spatial correlation, only the magnitude of the correlation coefficient is of interest.
Hence, this work only considers real values of ρTx and ρRx.
It is shown in [19]- [21] that the correlation coefficient between the i-th and j-th antennas in a linear








Based on (3.5), for receive antennas with uniformly distributed angle of arrival, the correlation coef-
ficient ρ
(i,j)
Rx is expressed in terms of receive antenna spacing µ
(i,j)
Rx . Similarly, for transmit antennas
with uniformly distributed angle of transmission, ρ
(i,j)
Tx is expressed in terms of µ
(i,j)
Tx .
If antennas are not arranged linearly, alternate models to represent the correlation between antennas
must be used. Examples of such cases are when antennas are very closely spaced, which results in a
constant correlation between all antennas [39, 40]. If they are arranged non-linearly, such that they
are all equispaced in some sense, correlation between antennas may be described by the exponential
correlation model [39, 41, 42].
3.3.3 Detection
Maximum-likelihood detection (MLD), assuming perfect channel state information, is used to esti-
mate the transmitted information label vector L˜ according to (3.6).




∥∥∥∥rk −√ γNTx Hk[Ωk(Lˆ)]
∥∥∥∥2 , (3.6)
where ξ is the set of all 2mNTx possible transmitted label vectors and Lˆ is a candidate label vector
from ξ.
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3.4 Error Performance Analysis
The union bound of the average bit error probability (ABEP) for an NTx×NRx USTLD system has
previously been derived under the assumption that only one received label is detected erroneously in
the high SNR region [8, 14]. While the results presented in previous works on USTLD systems [8, 14]
validate this assumption, it cannot be used when the methods of correlation analysis developed by
Hedayet et al. [18] are applied. For this reason, this paper first derives the ABEP under uncorrelated
conditions for a Nakagami-q fading channel using the same assumption as previous works [8, 14].
Thereafter, the analysis is extended to the correlated case without this assumption. The expressions
derived are valid for both fast fading and quasi-static fading.
3.4.1 Uncorrelated Nakagami-q Error Performance
When evaluating the uncorrelated ABEP of NTx ×NRx USTLD systems, the assumption that only
one received label is detected erroneously in the high SNR region may be used [8, 14].




















are, respectively, the number of bit errors and the pairwise error probability (PEP)
between L and estimated label L˜.
Given the assumption that only one symbol pair is incorrect, the conditional PEP (3.8) may be








dy, and four chi-

















φ1 + φ2 + φ3 + φ4
)
. (3.9)
Following the procedure given in the Appendix of Xu et al. [8], it may be shown that in a Nakagami-
q distribution, the chi-squared RVs are formed from Gaussian-distributed RVs with zero mean and
different variances related by the fading parameter q [35]. Each of the chi-squared RVs have NRx
degrees of freedom and may be defined by




α2pl , l ∈ [1 : 4]. (3.10)






















where dk(L, L˜), k ∈ [1 : 2] is the difference between the symbols obtained by mapping L and L˜ using
mapper Ωk, as shown in (3.15).
dk(L, L˜) = Ωk(L)− Ωk(L˜), k ∈ [1 : 2]. (3.15)
As in Xu et al. [8], the final unconditional PEP is obtained by integrating (3.9) over the PDF of
the underlying chi-squared RVs. Applying the trapezoidal approximation to this integral, as done































) , ∣∣∣dk(L, L˜)∣∣∣2
)]NRx
. (3.16)
In (3.16), n is an arbitrarily large integer that allows the trapezoidal approximation to converge to
the integral result. Mk(s, x) denotes the moment generating function (MGF) of the received signal
amplitude during the k-th time slot (k ∈ [1 : 2]), as a function of dummy variables s and x. For a
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3.4.2 Correlated Nakagami-q Error Performance
To apply the method of correlated channel analysis used given in Hedayet et al. [18], the union bound
of the USTLD system considered is obtained by considering all possible combinations of transmitted
and detected label vectors. The union bound is then modified from (3.7) to reflect that it is now
















Note that ξ is the set of all possible transmitted label vectors, as defined in Section 3.3.3. As in
Section 3.4.1, δ(L, L˜) is the total number of bit errors between L and L˜.
In (3.18), the probability that label vector L was transmitted, P (L), is uniformly distributed,
resulting in





, is defined in terms of label vectors, as opposed to scalar labels used in Section
3.4.1. The vector of distances between the symbols defined by label vectors L and L˜ on mapper Ωk






 , k ∈ [1 : 2]. (3.20)
The non-zero eigenvalue of d · dH is analogous to the squared Euclidean distance |d|2 of the scalar
case.
As shown in (3.3), the Kronecker correlation model shows that the correlated channel matrix during
the k-th time slot, Hk, k ∈ [1 : 2], may be expressed in terms of an artificial, uncorrelated channel
matrix H˘k. By adopting this model and applying the analysis techniques of Hedayet et al. [18],
the ABEP in correlated channels is found by using the result found for uncorrelated channels and
weighting the MGFs (3.17) in the PEP expression by the NRx eigenvalues of the receive antenna
correlation matrix (3.21). The squared Euclidean distances are replaced by the non-zero eigenvalue
of the squared-distance weighted transmit antenna correlation matrix in each time slot (3.22). It is
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noted that in (3.22), dk · dHk ·CTx has rank one and thus there is only one non-zero eigenvalue for
each value of k, k ∈ [1 : 2], as shown by Hedayet et al. [18] This would not be the case under the
assumption that only one label is detected incorrectly in the high SNR region, as used in Section






 = V{CRx}. (3.21)
ηk = V{dk · dHk ·CTx}, ηk 6= 0, k ∈ [1 : 2]. (3.22)





































The result for correlated PEP (3.23) is of a similar form to that of the uncorrelated PEP (3.16). The
difference between these two expressions is that the second argument of MGF Mk is the squared
Euclidean distance
∣∣∣dk(L, L˜)∣∣∣2 for the uncorrelated PEP, whereas it is the eigenvalue product νjηk
for the correlated PEP.
It may be noted that uncorrelated USTLD systems may also be analysed using this approach. In the
case of no transmit antenna correlation, the matrix CTx is an NTx×NTx identity matrix. Similarly,
for no receive antenna correlation, CRx is an NRx ×NRx identity matrix.
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3.5 Results and Discussion
In this section, results are presented to investigate the effects of spatial correlation on NTx × NRx
USTLD systems in Nakagami-q fading. The first set of results, given in Figures 3.2 to 3.4, verifies
that the theoretical bound of the ABEP for correlated NTx ×NRx USTLD systems in the presence
of Nakagami-q fading (derived in Section 3.4) converges to simulated results. Thereafter, the change
in error performance as a result of fading parameter q is demonstrated in Figure 3.5. USTLD
systems are then studied under transmit and receive correlation independently to determine which
causes greater degradation of error performance, and the results are given in Figure 3.6. Finally, a
comparison between USTLD and conventional MIMO STBC Alamouti [13] systems is presented in
Figure 3.7, wherein the susceptibility of each system to antenna correlation is determined. For all
results produced, antennas are equidistantly spaced and arranged linearly at both the transmitter




Tx = µTx, i ∈ [1 : NTx − 1] and µ(j,j+1)Rx = µ(1,2)Rx = µRx,
j ∈ [1 : NRx − 1]) and the correlation between them is determined by (3.5).
In Figures 3.2 and 3.3, simulations are shown for 16QAM and 16PSK USTLD systems under the
conditions of: 1) both transmit and receive antenna correlation, 2) only transmit antenna correlation,
3) only receive antenna correlation and 4) uncorrelated transmit and receive antennas. To show that
the ABEP is valid for other modulation orders and antenna array sizes, results are also shown for
2× 4 64QAM, 3× 3 8PSK and 3× 5 8PSK USTLD systems with both transmit and receive antenna
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of Theoretical and Simulated Results: 2× 3 16QAM USTLD
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of Theoretical and Simulated Results: 2× 3 16PSK USTLD
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Sim: 2×4 64QAM USTLD
Theory: 2×4 64QAM USLTD
Sim: 3×5 8PSK USTLD
Theory: 3×5 8PSK USTLD
Sim: 3×3 8PSK USTLD
Theory: 3×3 8PSK USTLD
Figure 3.4: Comparison of Theoretical and Simulated Results: Different USTLD Systems with
Transmit and Receive Antenna Correlation
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Modulation µTx µRx q
16PSK 0.15λ 0.70λ 0.4
16QAM 0.24λ 0.30λ 0.8
8PSK 0.25λ 0.75λ 0.9
64QAM 0.24λ 0.5λ 0.3
Table 3.1: Simulation Parameters for Figures 3.2 to 3.4
correlation (Figure 3.4). The results show that the bound of the ABEP converge to Monte Carlo
simulation output in the high SNR region for all systems presented. The transmit antenna spacing
(µTx), receive antenna spacing (µRx) and fading parameter (q) used for each system are presented
in Table 3.1.
Figure 3.5 shows the change in error performance of both correlated and uncorrelated USTLD
systems across the range of the Nakagami-q fading parameter. The correlated results were produced
using arbitrary transmit and receive correlation parameters µTx = 0.21λ and µx = 0.30λ. The
results indicate that the error performance of USTLD in the presence of SSG fading (q = 0) is
significantly worse than in Rayleigh fading (q = 1). In particular, 16QAM USTLD in SSG fading
is two orders of magnitude worse than in Rayleigh fading. Similarly, 16PSK USTLD degrades by
an order of magnitude. It is also observed that the performance is approximately constant in the
range 0.6 ≤ q ≤ 1. Finally, it is noted the results for correlated and uncorrelated systems follow
the same trend. This may be attributed to the in-phase and quadrature components of the fading
having different variances, as specified in Section 2.1. For smaller values of q, the power of the














2×3 16QAM USTLD Correlated
2×3 16PSK USTLD Correlated
2×3 64QAM USTLD Correlated
2×3 16QAM USTLD Uncorrelated
2×3 16PSK USTLD Uncorrelated
2×3 64QAM USTLD Uncorrelated
Figure 3.5: Effect of Fading Parameter q at 20dB.
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2×4 16QAM USTLD, Tx Corr
2×4 16QAM USTLD, Rx Corr
2×4 64QAM USTLD, Tx Corr
2×4 64QAM USTLD, Rx Corr
3×3 8PSK USTLD, Tx Corr
3×3 8PSK USTLD, Rx Corr
2×4 16PSK USTLD, Tx Corr
2×4 16PSK USTLD, Rx Corr
Figure 3.6: Comparing the Effects of Transmit and Receive Antenna Correlation at 15dB
(q = 0.2)
quadrature component is almost negligible. Hence, the power of the in-phase component dominates
the total power of the fading coefficient. As q increases above 0.6, the powers of the in-phase and
quadrature components become comparable, hence further increases in q have a smaller effect on
error performance.
The next set of results investigates the degradation in error performance of USTLD systems due
to antenna correlation, by considering transmit and receive antenna correlation independently. The
results are presented in Figure 3.6 for 3 × 3 8PSK, 2 × 4 16PSK, 2 × 4 16QAM and 2 × 4 64QAM
USTLD systems at an SNR of γ = 15dB with arbitrary Nakagami-q fading parameter q = 0.2.
Intuitively, as the spacing between antennas increase, the correlation between them decreases. This
may be confirmed numerically by (3.5). As such, the gradient of the curves in Figure 3.6 indicates
the rate at which error performance improves as antenna correlation decreases. By observing the
gradient of the curves in the range 0 < µ ≤ 0.4λ, it is found that transmit antenna correlation
causes a more severe degradation in error performance than receive antenna correlation in USTLD
systems. This concurs with the results shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3, where it is observed that there is
a larger dB gap between the uncorrelated and transmit antenna correlated systems than between the
uncorrelated and receive antenna correlated systems. The reason for transmit antenna correlation
having a more dominant effect on performance may be explained mathematically. From (3.22), it
is observed that the transmit antenna correlation matrix CTx is weighted by the distance vector
product d ·dH before being decomposed into its eigenvalues. By contrast, CRx undergoes eigenvalue
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decomposition directly, as shown in (3.21). Thus, the eigenvalue product which governs the PEP of
correlated USTLD systems (shown in (3.23)) is more affected by the transmit antenna correlation
matrix. A secondary observation is that all curves have a very flat gradient in the region µ > 0.4λ.
This indicates that spacing antennas further than 0.4λ apart does not significantly improve the
robustness of USTLD systems to antenna correlation. Hence, 0.4λ is a theoretical optimal spacing
for a linear array of antennas used for USTLD systems, which balances correlation and small form
factor.
These results provide a guideline for implementing USTLD systems: to reduce degradation in error
performance due to spatial correlation, it is more important to avoid correlation between transmit
antennas than receive antennas. This may be achieved by ensuring that transmit antennas are
spaced further than 0.4λ apart.
The final set of results investigates the susceptibility of USTLD systems to spatial correlation when
compared to existing MIMO systems. To provide a fair comparison in terms of both spectral effi-
ciency and antenna array sizes, the USTLD systems are compared to traditional Alamouti STBC
systems [13]. Thus, the systems investigated in Figure 3.7, and the curves associated with it, are
constrained to only NTx = 2 transmit antennas. The results compare 2 × 4 systems with both






















Figure 3.7: Comparing the Performance of USTLD and Alamouti-Coded Systems at 13dB
(q = 0.7)
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transmit and receive antenna correlation at SNR γ = 13dB and with Nakagami-q fading parameter





Rx = µ, i ∈ [1 : NTx − 1], j ∈ [1 : NRx − 1]). From the findings of Figure
3.6, it is only necessary to consider antenna spacings in the range 0 < µ ≤ 0.4λ, as greater spacings
have negligible impact on performance.
The results in Figure 3.7 show that the error performance of USTLD systems at high antenna
correlation worse than that of Alamouti STBC systems. This may be observed in the regions
0 < µ ≤ 0.2λ for the 8PSK and 16QAM systems, 0 < µ ≤ 0.13λ for 16PSK, and across the full
range 0 < µ ≤ 0.4λ for 64QAM. This indicates that at high antenna correlations, labelling diversity
decreases the error performance of MIMO systems compared to existing systems. Furthermore,
USTLD systems are found to be more susceptible to antenna correlation as all curves show steeper
gradients than the comparable Alamouti systems. This is in agreement with the results of previous
work [24], wherein dual-correlated USTLD systems are found to be more susceptible to antenna
correlation than comparable conventional MIMO systems.
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3.6 Conclusion
This paper presents an analysis of the performance of USTLD in the presence of spatial correlation.
An expression for the union bound of the ABEP is derived for the case of the Nakagami-q fading
model in both correlated and uncorrelated channels. This expression is verified by the results of
Monte Carlo simulations, which show convergence in the high SNR region. The results presented
also show the effect of the Nakagami-q fading parameter on error performance: as the fading pa-
rameter decreases, so does error performance. In particular, the 16-ary modulation schemes show
performance degradation of two orders of magnitude.
It is further concluded that transmit antenna correlation has a greater impact on degrading the error
performance of USTLD systems than receive antenna correlation. Results indicate that, for linear
antenna arrangements, there is a threshold spacing of 0.4λ, after which greater antenna spacings do
not improve the robustness towards spatial correlation. This provides a valuable practical guideline
for implementing USTLD systems. Future work may consider determining the optimal antenna
spacings of USTLD systems with non-linear antenna configurations.
Finally, it is found that 2×4 USTLD systems more susceptible to spatial correlation than comparable
MIMO Alamouti STBC systems. It is found that labelling diversity decreases the error performance
of MIMO systems at high antenna correlations when compared to the existing Alamouti STBC
system. Another open problem for future work is to study the effects of correlation on the capacity
of USTLD systems.
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3.7 Appendix: Details of Uncorrelated Nakagami-q Derivation
To show that the PEP may be expressed in terms of four chi-squared RVs, as stated in Section
3.4.1, the inequality for the conditional PEP (3.8) is first modified to produce (3.24). The notation













k dk, where the abridged notation






























































































































































∥∥∥∥√ γNTx h(i)k dk
∥∥∥∥2 + 2∑
k=1
‖nk‖2 + g. (3.24)
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and have mean E {gpk} = 0 and variance
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)I)2 |dk|2 + ((h(i)pk)Q)2 |dk|2
]
. (3.28)
Since both the in-phase and quadrature components of fading follow Gaussian distributions, the























where the Gaussian RVs αp1 , αp2 , αp3 and αp4 , p ∈ [1 : NRx], are defined by
















, k ∈ [1 : 2], (3.30)
and have the distributions given in (3.11)–(3.14).
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4.1 Abstract
MIMO satellite broadcasting has been identified as a key technology to address the digital divide be-
tween under-developed and developed nations. Recent advancements in MIMO satellite broadcasting
systems have considered incorporating diversity techniques from their terrestrial counterparts. The
focus of these works was on enhancing the Alamouti space-time block code, which has undergone
successful real-world implementation, using labelling and polarisation diversity independently. This
paper presents a satellite broadcasting system that incorporates space, time, polarisation and la-
belling diversity. The key challenge in incorporating labelling diversity into a system is the design
of appropriate bit-to-symbol mappers. Existing mapper design techniques are limited and cannot
readily be applied to modulation schemes appropriate for satellite broadcasting. To overcome these
limitation, the paper devises a genetic algorithm approach to mapper design which is appropriate
for any generic modulation scheme. The proposed system is studied under ideal (uncorrelated) con-
ditions, as well as in the presence of inter-beam and inter-antenna inference (correlated conditions).
Analytical expressions are presented to model both the correlated and uncorrelated systems, and
are verified via Monte Carlo simulations. When compared to the best comparable scheme for MIMO
satellite broadcasting (the space-time-polarisation block code) at a bit-error-rate (BER) of 10−6,
results show that the proposed system improves performance by ≈7dB for a 2× 2 16APSK system
configuration, and by ≈5dB for both 2×4 32APSK and 2×2 64APSK system configurations. Results
also show that the proposed system is highly sensitive to correlation at the transmitting satellite. In
particular, transmit-side correlation degrades link reliability by 4 orders of magnitude for the 2× 3
8APSK configuration studied at 25dB.
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4.2 Introduction
Motivation for Research
The International Telecommunications Union [1] estimate that less than 20% of the population in
the world’s least-developed countries (LDCs) are able to use the Internet. This is a stark contrast
to developed countries, where the over 80% of the population are Internet users [1]. Addressing
this digital divide between LDCs and the rest of the developed world is among the key goals of the
United Nations Sustainable Development Agenda for 2030 [2, 3], and is expected to have numerous
socio-economic benefits for these nations [4–6].
Satellite broadcasting has emerged as an attractive technology to enable Internet penetration to
LDCs, particularly for rural communities with limited telecommunication infrastructure [7–9]. An
example of the successful deployment of satellite systems for these purposes was the Space4edu
project, an initiative that brought Internet-based education to rural schools in South Africa [10].
Studies have also been conducted into facilitating e-health services through the use of satellite
broadcast systems [11, 12]. In addition, satellite broadcasting is also of interest for developed nations
to extend the range and reliability of terrestrial wireless systems [13–16]. The growing interest in
satellite broadcasting systems has prompted research into the adaptation of the latest multiple-input,
multiple-output (MIMO) terrestrial technologies for their satellite counterparts [17, 18].
MIMO systems are characterised by multiple transmission and reception streams, typically achieved
by utilizing multiple antennas at both the transmitter and receiver [19]. As documented by Ara-
poglou et al. [17, 18], adopting a MIMO structure for satellite broadcast systems is a non-trivial
task due to limitations in the physical space available on smaller satellites. Schwartz et al. [20]
have addressed this limitation by proposing to use two single-antenna satellites in conjunction to
act as a single dual-antenna node in the system. Another technique that has been considered is
the use of dual-polarised antennas [21, 22]. If the polarisation streams are perfectly orthogonal, a
system using 1 dual-polarised transmit antenna and 1 dual-polarised receive antenna is equivalent to
a 2×2 single-polarised antenna system [21]. Preliminary studies on the feasibility of MIMO satellite
broadcasting have been positive. As recently as 2016, Hofmann et al. [23] and Byman et al. [24]
documented results of implementing real-world MIMO satellite broadcast systems using each of the
aforementioned configurations.
Although diversity techniques for terrestrial MIMO systems have been extensively researched, their
adaptation for MIMO satellite broadcasting is still relatively new. One of the first terrestrial schemes
to be adapted was the well-known Alamouti [25] orthogonal space-time block code (OSTBC), which
was studied by Arapoglou et al. [17] and Arti et al [26]. More recently, other terrestrial systems
that have directly improved upon the Alamouti OSTBC [27, 28] were also adapted for MIMO
satellite broadcasting [29–31]. Among these was the orthogonal space-time-polarisation block code
(OSTPBC) proposed by Wysocki and Wysocki [27], which enhanced the Alamouti OSTBC by
incorporating polarisation diversity. This was extended to the context of satellite broadcast systems
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by Vineetha et al. [30] and Aparna et al [31]. Another notable enhancement to the terrestrial
Alamouti scheme is the uncoded space-time labelling diversity (USTLD) system proposed by Xu et
al [28]. This was recently extended to satellite broadcast systems by Quazi and Patel [29]. Labelling
diversity enables the USTLD system to improve upon the BER performance of the Alamouti OSTBC
in a manner similar to a coding gain, without actually introducing coding to the system [32]. To
achieve labelling diversity, multiple copies of the same information codeword are transmitted using
symbols from constellations with different bit-to-symbol mappings. The design of the bit-to-symbol
mappers for each constellation determines the extent to which labelling diversity is able to improve
the BER performance [28, 29, 32]. Due to the difficulties posed by mapper design, the work by
Quazi and Patel [29] could only apply labelling diversity to a limited subset of the constellations
from the DVB-S2X satellite broadcasting standard [33]. To address this limitation, this paper
presents a mapper design algorithm that produces labelling diversity mappers for constellations of
any modulation scheme and order.
Furthermore, this paper proposes a system that incorporates both polarisation and labelling diversity
to improve upon the existing OSTBC-based, OSTPBC-based and USTLD-based satellite broadcast
systems. The proposed space-time-polarisation-labelling diversity (STPLD) system model is studied
under the assumption of Nakagami-q fading [34, 35]. This fading model considers the case where
there is no line-of-sight path between transmitter and receiver, providing insight into the worst-
case error performance of the system [29, 36]. Literature has shown that the Nakagami-q model is
appropriate for satellite links subject to strong ionospheric scintillation [37].
Contributions
The original contributions of this research article are as follows:
1. The STPLD system model for a MIMO satellite broadcasting downlink is proposed.
2. Closed-form numerical expressions for the STPLD system are derived for uncorrelated and
correlated conditions.
3. A modified genetic algorithm (GA) to design bit-to-symbol mappers that achieve labelling
diversity for the STPLD system is presented. This algorithm is based on the latest work in
labelling diversity mapper design [29, 38] .
4. Using the modified GA, new labelling diversity mappers for Amplitude Phase Shift Keying
(APSK) constellations from the latest DVB-S2X standard [33] are designed.
5. The proposed STPLD system is compared to similar MIMO satellite broadcasting systems
(based on the Alamouti OSTBC [18, 26], OSTPBC [30, 31] and USTLD [29] schemes) in terms
of error performance and robustness to correlation.
Notation
This paper denotes scalar quantities in italics, vectors in lowercase boldface and matrices in uppercase
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boldface. |·| and (·)! respectively represent the absolute value and factorial operators. The matrix
operators Tr{·}, (·)T , and ‖·‖ represent the trace, transpose and Frobenius norm respectively. A
complex number z is represented in terms of its real and imaginary parts as z = <(z )+j=(z ), where
j =






= n!k(n−k)! . Finally, the statistical expectation is denoted by the operator E{·}
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.
4.3 System Model
In this section, an overview of space, time, polarisation and labelling diversity is first provided.
This overview focuses on how each diversity mechanism is achieved in the proposed STPLD system.
Thereafter, the transmission and detection models of the STPLD system is discussed. Finally,
the correlation model that will be adopted to consider the effects of inter-beam and inter-antenna
interference on the system error performance is presented.
4.3.1 Space, Time, Polarisation and Labelling Diversity
The proposed space-time-polarisation-labelling diversity (STPLD) system considers a MIMO config-
uration with NTx = 2 transmit antennas at the satellite and NRx receive antennas at the base station.
NTx is constrained due to the potentially limited space available on smaller satellites [17, 18]. The
use of multiple transmit and receive antennas allows the system to achieve spatial diversity.
All transmit and receive antennas are assumed to be orthogonally dual-polarised (ODP), and the
polarisations used are denoted P1 and P2. There are 2 common configurations to ensure that anten-
nas are ODP [17]. The first is to utilise linear polarisations (i.e. a horizontal/vertical polarisation
pair) and the second is to utilise circular polarisations (i.e. a left/right hand circular polarisation
pair). Arapoglou et al. [17] indicate that the latter of these configurations is more robust to the
effects of Faraday rotation in satellite systems. It is thus recommended that STPLD systems are
implemented with a left/right circular polarisation pair.
The use of ODP transmit antennas allows the satellite to transmit a total of 4 signals in any given
time slot (one signal across each polarisation from each antenna). Similarly, the base station receives
a total of 2NRx signals in any given time slot. Thus, the 2×NRx ODP antenna configuration adopted
by the proposed STPLD can be modelled as a 4×2NRx singular-polarised antenna system, effectively
quadrupling the number of signal paths. The effect of more signal paths in the system is that more
diversity is achieved. This comes at the expense of increased inter-beam interference (IBI) [17],
which degrades the error performance of the system.
Labelling diversity, also referred to in some literature as ‘mapping diversity’, was first proposed
for bit-interleaved coded systems with iterative decoding [39, 40]. The use of interleaving and
coding in these systems results in higher latencies and increased power consumption. This prompted
more recent studies of labelling diversity in uncoded systems [28, 29, 32, 36]. Notably, Xu et al.
[28] proposed a scheme that applied labelling diversity to directly enhance the Alamouti OSTBC,
which was named uncoded space-time labelling diversity (USTLD). It is emphasised that there are
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Table 4.1: Nomenclature for describing systems with Labelling Diversity
Term Description
Symbol A symbol represents the magnitude and phase used when modulating the trans-
mission carrier in order to transmit information codewords. This is represented
by a complex number.
Constellation A constellation refers to the set of all possible symbols that may be used to
encode information codewords. Constellations are commonly represented with
a scatter plot of points on the complex plane, where each point represents a
unique symbol.
Label The label assigned to a symbol is the information codeword associated with that
symbol. Although information codewords are binary, it is common to represent
labels in decimal form for brevity.
Mapping Mapping is the process of assigning labels to symbols using a predefined function.
Mapper A mapper, Ω(·), is the mapping function which assigns labels to symbols within
a constellation. The argument of Ω is the label to be assigned, and its output is
the corresponding symbol.
subtleties in nomenclature used when describing systems with labelling diversity, which are provided
in Table 4.1.
In labelling diversity systems, different mappers are used to encode the same information prior to
transmission. The mappers are designed such that the symbol corresponding to a given label has
different neighbors when mapped by each mapper. Thus, for a labelling diversity system utilizing x
mappers, each label is represented as point in a 2x -dimensional hyperspace. The objective of mapper
design is to maximise the distance between points corresponding to each label in this hyperspace.
The constellation represented by each mapper is then simply a plane within the 2x -dimensional
hyperspace, and a strict constraint of the labelling diversity technique is that the symbols on each
constellation remain the same, regardless of the label assigned to them.
Similar to USTLD systems [28, 29, 32, 36], the proposed STPLD system uses 2 mappers, Ω1 and
Ω2. These are referred to as the ‘primary mapper’ and ‘secondary mapper’ respectively. For brevity,
this work will refer to the constellation with labels assigned by the primary mapper as the ‘primary
constellation’. Similarly, the ‘secondary constellation’ refers to the constellation with labels assigned
by the secondary mapper. It is important to note that, in terms of the definitions in Table 4.1, the
symbols in these constellations are identical.
Time diversity is achieved in the STPLD system by transmitting the same information codewords
across 2 time slots. This makes the STPLD system more robust to burst errors [19].
4.3.2 Modulation Scheme
The choice of modulation scheme for the STPLD system defines the constellation of symbols used
to encode information. The latest Digital Video Broadcasting standard for satellite transmissions,
DVB-S2X [33], recommends the use of circular constellations for these systems.
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Table 4.2: Description of APSK Constellations
Modulation Order Structure Definition in DVB-S2X standard [33]
8 4+2+4 Table 10a, page 25
16 8+8 Figure 7, page 28
32 4+8+4+16 Table 12d, page 30
64 4+12+20+28 Table 13e, page 33
A key motivation for circular constellations in satellite broadcasting systems is that they typically
have a lower peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) than their rectangular counterparts [41]. A high
PAPR is undesirable, as high-gain power amplifiers at the transmitter exhibit non-linear character-
istics when operating near their saturation region [42].
The STPLD system model considers the circular constellations recommended in the DVB-S2X stan-
dard [33]. Due to the variety of constellations in the standard, this paper focusses on the subset
of constellations given in Table 4.2 when presenting results. For all constellations in Table 4.2, the
“+”-separated notation indicates the number of points located on each ring in the constellation
structure. For example, a 4+12+16 structure would have 3 rings and a total of 32 constellation
points. 4 points are located on the innermost ring, 12 points are located on the middle ring and 16
points are located on the outermost ring. Table 4.2 also directs the reader to the constellation and
codeword mapping definitions in the DVB-S2X standard. These suggested codeword mappings are
used to define the primary mapper, Ω1, for the STPLD system. It should be noted that the constel-
lations considered in this paper are a wider variety of APSK configurations than was considered in
previous work [29].
4.3.3 Transmission and Detection Models of Proposed System
An illustration of the proposed STPLD system is given in Figure 4.1. At the satellite, two m-bit
information codewords, `1 and `2, are mapped to complex symbols from a M -ary APSK constellation
and transmitted across 2 time slots, where M = 2m . To achieve labelling diversity, a different
mapping function to select symbols is employed in each time slot, i.e. mapper Ωk is employed
in time slot k , where k ∈ [1 : 2]. The APSK constellations considered in this paper are those
recommended in the latest DVB-S2X satellite broadcasting standard [33], as discussed in Section
4.3.2. The design of the labelling diversity mappers for these constellations is detailed in Section
4.5. The system is designed such that a copy of each symbol Ωk (`j ), j ∈ [1 : 2], is transmitted from
each antenna and over each polarisation during time slot k , k ∈ [1 : 2].
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of the proposed STPLD system











































+ nk , (4.1)
where y
(a)
P1 represents the signal received by the a-th receive antenna with polarisation P1, where
a ∈ [1 : NRx], and similarly for y(a)P2 . ETx is the total energy of the transmitted signal, which








i=0 |Ω2(i)|2 is a factor to ensure that transmitted symbols are power-normalised and En is
the expected energy of additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) at the receiver. These factors may
be written more compactly by defining the total average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the system,
γ = ETxEΩEn . This allows the entries of noise vector, n, to be modeled as following a complex normal
distribution with zero mean and unit variance. The 2NRx × 1 vectors h(b)P1 and h(b)P2 represent the
narrowband multipath fading experienced by the symbols transmitted from transmit antenna b, b ∈
[1 : 2], with the respective polarisations P1 and P2. It is assumed that the fading is fast, frequency-
flat and that it follows a Nakagami-q amplitude distribution with zero mean and unit variance. The
Nakagami-q fading model has been shown to be appropriate for modelling satellite links subject to
strong ionospheric scintillation by Chytil [37]. Additionally, the Nakagami-q model provides insight
into the worst-case error performance of the STPLD system[36]. The fading parameter, q , lies in
the continuous range 0 ≤ q ≤ 1 and is the energy ratio of the quadrature component of the fading
to its in-phase component [34]. The boundary conditions of q correspond to the cases of single-sided
Gaussian fading (q = 0) and Rayleigh fading (q = 1), as discussed by Simon and Alouini [35]. The
phase distribution of both the noise and fading vectors entries in (4.1) is assumed uniform.
To estimate the transmitted codewords, the base station employs maximum likelihood detection
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(MLD). Under the assumption that accurate channel state information is available at the receiver,
the detected codewords, ˜`1 and ˜`2, are given by:
˜`


























































where l1 and l2 are candidate codewords to be evaluated during the detection. Using the derivation
by Patel et al. [32], the complexity of the MLD described by (4.2) is O (4NRxM 2) effective real
operations, where O(·) is the ‘order of’ operator commonly used in the upper-bound analysis of
algorithmic complexity [43].
4.3.4 Correlation Model
This paper adopts the separable Kronecker correlation model [44] to model the effect of inter-antenna
and inter-beam interference on the STPLD system. The Knonecker model relates the correlated































, a transmitter-side correlation matrix (CTx) and a receiver-side






































, k ∈ [1 : 2]. (4.3)
As this paper considers the Nakagami-q fading model, the amplitude of each entry of the virtual,
uncorrelated channel matrix in (4.3) follows a Nakagami-q distribution with zero mean and unit
variance.
Each correlation matrix is defined in terms of the signal paths from each antenna, utilising each
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where ρ
(Xi ,Yj )
Tx , X,Y ∈ {P1,P2}, i , j ∈ [1 : 2], represents the correlation coefficient between the signal
sent across polarisation X from transmit antenna i and signal sent across polarisation Y from trans-





The entries of the correlation matrix model both IBI and inter-antenna interference (IAI) that may
be present in the STPLD system. In (4.4), the correlation coefficient ρ
(P11,P21)
Tx is representative of
the IBI between the P1-polarised and P2-polarised signals broadcast from transmit antenna 1. Sim-
ilarly, ρ
(P11,P12)
Tx represents the IAI between the P1-polarised signals from transmit antennas 1 and
2. ρ
(P11,P22)
Tx is an example of an entry that models both IAI and IBI, as it represents the correlation
between the P1-polarised signal transmitted from antenna 1 and the P2-polarised signal transmitted
from antenna 2. Similar to (4.4), the 2NRx × 2NRx receive-side correlation matrix, CRx, is defined
in terms of correlation coefficients ρ
(Xi ,Yj )
Rx , X,Y ∈ {P1, P2}, i , j ∈ [1 : NRx].
When constructing the antenna correlation matrix, 3 general cases may be considered: i) the case
where there is only IBI, ii) the case where there is only IAI and iii) the case where there is both IBI
and IAI. The following discussion show how the receive-side antenna correlation matrix is constructed
for each of the above cases, assuming 3 dual-polarised receive antennas. The reasoning applied may
be similarly extended for the transmit-side correlation matrix.
Case 1: Only Inter-Beam Interference
Under the assumption that all antennas are manufactured identically, the IBI correlation coefficients
for each antenna are the same. Denoting these as ρIBI, and assuming no IAI, the receive-side
correlation matrix is given by:
CRx, only IBI =

1 ρIBIRx 0 0 0 0
ρIBIRx 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 ρIBIRx 0 0
0 0 ρIBIRx 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 ρIBIRx
0 0 0 0 ρIBIRx 1

. (4.5)
CRx, only IBI is of a similar structure to the dual-correlation matrix presented by Res¸at and O¨zyurt
[46]. This is reasonable, as the signals received by each of the ODP antennas will be dual-correlated.
Case 2: Only Inter-Antenna Interference
Under the assumption that only IAI is present in the system, correlation exists between the P1-
polarised and P2-polarised beams from each antenna. Since IAI is independent of polarisation,
the IAI experienced by the P1-polarised and P2-polarised beams are the same, and denoted as
ρIAI. A common method to express the correlation matrix for systems with IAI is to use the
exponential correlation model (ECM) [46–50]. Res¸at and O¨zyurt [46] discuss that the ECM is more
reasonable for modelling antenna correlation in real-world systems than the alternative constant and
dual-correlation models. Using the ECM and assuming no IBI, the receive-side correlation matrix
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becomes:
CRx, only IAI =










ρIAIRx 0 1 0 ρ
IAI
Rx 0










0 ρIAIRx 0 1

. (4.6)
Case 3: Both Inter-Antenna and Inter-Beam Interference
When modelling both IAI and IBI, the statistical definition of the correlation coefficient provided
by Akoun and Xu [51], Equation (2), is used. Observing that IAI and IBI are independent, it can
be shown that the correlation coefficient for a channel element that experiences both IAI and IBI is
the product of the correlation coefficients arising from only IAI and only IBI. Thus, using (4.5) and
(4.6), the receive-side correlation matrix becomes:
CRx, IAI & IBI = CRx, only IAI + CRx, only IBI
+












Rx −1 0 0 ρIBIRx ρIAIRx
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4.4 Analysis of Error Performance
4.4.1 Uncorrelated Error Performance
Due to the STPLD system achieving multiple forms of diversity, it is expected that the wireless
link will be very reliable at high SNRs. It is thus reasonable to assume that in the high-SNR
region, the ABEP of the STPLD system may be approximated by the probability of only a single
codeword being detected erroneously. This is in agreement with the assumption used in other
literature when analyzing space-time block coded systems with labelling diversity [28, 36]. Under
this assumption, the following derivation considers the case (without loss of generality) wherein
codeword `2 is detected correctly and codeword `1 is detected erroneously as l1. The union bound









P (`1 → l1) , (4.8)
where P (`1 → l1) is the pairwise error probability (PEP) that transmitted codeword `1 is incorrectly
detected as codeword l1, and ∆ (`1, l1) is the number of bit errors between `1 and l1.
Given the assumption that only `1 is detected incorrectly at the receiver, the PEP conditioned on
perfect knowledge of all channels, across both polarisations and both time slots, is given by:
P
(










































































































Ωk (`1)− Ωk (l1)
Ωk (`2)− Ωk (l2)
Ωk (`2)− Ωk (l2)




< ‖n1‖2 + ‖n2‖2
 ,
(4.9)
where l2 is the estimated codeword corresponding to `2 at the receiver. Due to the assumption that
only `1 is detected erroneously, l2 = `2. Therefore, Ωk (`2) = Ωk (l2) in (4.9). Hence, the conditional
PEP may be simplified to:
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P
(













































Ωk (`1)− Ωk (l1)
0
0






























k represents the difference between the constellation points corresponding to labels
`1 and l1 when mapped using Ωk . In general, the difference between labels a and b is defined by:
ε
(a,b)
k = Ωk (a)− Ωk (b) ; k ∈ [1 : 2], a, b ∈ [0 : M − 1] (4.11)















k , the summed terms on the lesser side of the inequality in (4.10)

































Since (4.10) is conditioned on perfect knowledge of all channels, n¯Tk gk , k ∈ [1 : 2], represents the
sum of 2NRx complex Gaussian random variables (GRVs). Each GRV, has zero mean and variance
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The conditional PEP in (4.10) may thus be expressed as:
P
(







































































dy is the Gaussian Q-function in the form presented by Craig
[53]. In the penultimate step of the above set of equations, (4.14) is obtained by expanding the
vector Frobenius norms in (4.13) and defining the amplitude αj ,k = |gj ,k |.
Since the Q-function has finite bounds of integration, it may be solved numerically using a trapezoidal

















































































where r is a sufficiently large integer to allow the trapezoidal approximation to converge to the
integral result.
The next step of this derivation is to obtain the unconditioned PEP, P (`1 → l1), as required by
the union bound expression in (4.8). This is done by integrating (4.15) over the probability density
function (PDF) of element αj ,k , denoted as Fαj ,k (·). The resulting expression for the unconditioned
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PEP is:























































))Fαj ,2 (αj ,2) dαj ,2. (4.16)




, and similarly for h
(2)
j ,P2k
. As per the system model described in Section 4.3, the
amplitude of all fading coefficients are assumed to follow a Nakagami-q distribution with zero mean
and unit variance. In the case of uncorrelated channels, αj ,k also follows a Nakagami-q distribution
with zero mean and variance σ2αj ,k , which is given by:































∣∣∣ε(`1,l1)k ∣∣∣2 . (4.17)
The expression in (4.17) shows that the variance of αj ,k is independent of j . Stated differently,
σ2αj ,k = σ
2
αk
∀j ∈ [1 : 2NRx]. Therefore, the PDF of αj ,k may be expressed as [35]:
























where I0(·) denotes the zeroth order Bessel function of the first kind. The corresponding moment
generating function (MGF) of αj ,k is given by Simon and Alouini [35] as:
Mk (s) =




)2− 12 , (4.19)
where q is the Nakagami-q fading parameter, as defined in the system model in Section 4.3.3.
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The PEP in (4.16) may then be expressed in terms of the MGF as:


































For uncorrelated channels with identical distributions, αj ,1 has the same distribution for all j ∈ [1 :
2NRx]. The same is true for αj ,2. This is evident as the MGF is independent of j , as shown in (4.19).
Thus, the final expression for the PEP of the STPLD system in uncorrelated Nakagami-q channels,
modified from (4.20) and substituting (4.17) and (4.19), is:

























































) ∣∣∣ε(`1,l1)k ∣∣∣2 +
 qETx
∣∣∣ε(`1,l1)k ∣∣∣2










The final expression for the ABEP of the uncorrelated STPLD system is obtained by substituting
































) ∣∣∣ε(`1,l1)k ∣∣∣2 +
 qγ
∣∣∣ε(`1,l1)k ∣∣∣2










4.4.2 Correlated Error Performance
To analyze the error performance of the STPLD system in the presence of correlation, this paper
adopts the mathematical framework developed by Hedayet et al [45]. To utilise this framework, it
is necessary to consider the union bound of the ABEP without making a high-SNR assumptions, as











∆ (`1, l1) +∆ (`2, l2)
2m
P ([`1 `2]T → [l1 l2]T) , (4.23)
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where ∆ (`1, l1) is the number of bit errors between `1 and l1, as in (4.8). Similarly, ∆ (`2, l2) is
the number of bit errors between `2 and l2. P
(
[`1 `2]
T → [l1 l2]T
)
is the PEP that transmitted
codeword vector [`1 `2]
T is incorrectly detected as codeword vector [l1 l2]
T.





























































































































< ‖n1‖2 + ‖n2‖2
 ,
(4.25)
where ε`k ,lkk , k ∈ [1 : 2], is defined in (4.11). In the final step, (4.25) is obtained by substituting
the Kronecker correlation model given in (4.3) into (4.24). The difference vector, Ek , which was









































Ek , k ∈ [1 : 2] in (4.25) and
defining the amplitude βj ,k = |Gj ,k |, where Gj ,k is the j -th entry of Gk , j ∈ [1 : 2NRx], the uncon-
ditioned PEP is obtained by following the same process as given by (4.12)–(4.16). The resulting
expression for the unconditioned PEP is:
























































))Fβj ,2 (βj ,2) dβj ,2. (4.27)
As was the case in uncorrelated analysis, the random variable βj ,k , j ∈ [1 : NRx], k ∈ [1 : 2] follows
a Nakagami-q distribution with zero mean and variance σ2βj ,k . Thus, similar to (4.18), the PDF of
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βj ,k is given by:
























The method to calculate the variance of βj ,k follows from the analytical framework formulated by
















































































Observing that CRx is a full rank 2NRx × 2NRx square matrix, it may be replaced in (4.29) by
a 2NRx × 2NRx diagonal matrix consisting of its 2NRx distinct eigenvalues. These eigenvalues are
denoted Vj , j ∈ [1 : 2NRx]. Using a similar observation, CTx Ek E¯Tk has rank one, thus it has only








|V1| · · · 0
0
. . . 0
0 · · · |V2NRx |




























Recalling that βj ,k = |Gj ,k |, the variance of βj ,k is obtained by performing elementary manipulation




|VjWk | , j ∈ [1 : 2NRx], k ∈ [1 : 2]. (4.31)
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Thus, the MGF for βj ,k , which corresponds to the PDF given in (4.28), is defined as [35]:
Mcorr.j ,k (s) =

















Finally, the PEP of the STPLD system in the presence of correlation is given by expressing (4.27)
in terms of the MGF of βj ,k , and then substituting (4.32). The resulting expression is given by:




























The final ABEP for the correlated STPLD system is then given by substituting (4.32) and (4.33) in


























































)2− 12 . (4.34)
It is noted that (4.34) may also be used to evaluate uncorrelated STPLD systems, or STPLD
systems with either transmit-side or receive-side correlation. To model a system with no transmit-
side correlation, CTx is set to a 2NTx× 2NTx identity matrix in (4.25). Similarly, to model a system
with no receive-side correlation, CRx is set to a 2NRx × 2NRx identity matrix in (4.25).
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4.5 Mapper Design to achieve Labelling Diversity
As described in Section 4.3.3, the proposed STPLD system utilises 2 binary mappers, Ω1 and Ω2,
to encode information codewords to constellation symbols prior to transmission. The design of Ω1
and Ω2 determines the extent to which labelling diversity is achieved in the system, influencing its
error performance.
The design of mappers for labelling diversity systems is an ongoing research problem [28, 29, 38, 54–
56]. For a constellation with modulation order M , there are M ! possible designs for each mapper.
Hence, there are (M !)2 possible designs for the mapper pair Ω1 and Ω2. Even for a relatively low
modulation order of M = 8, this results in a joint candidate mapper space of more than 1.62× 109.
Due to the enormity of the joint candidate mapper space, proving the optimality of a pair of mappers
remains an open research problem. Recent works on labelling diversity mapper design [28, 29, 38]
have focused on the case where the primary mapper is known, and only a secondary mapper needs
to be designed. This follows on from the research of Samra et al. [54], which indicates that it is
optimal to design the primary mapper to perform a Gray coding.
Most of the previous works on labelling diversity mapper design may be classified as either geomet-
ric designs or search-based designs. Geometric designs are able to produce secondary mappers that
achieve labelling diversity for specific modulation schemes based on heuristics obtained from the
geometry of constellation points [28, 29, 55]. The most common heuristics are obtained by consid-
ering symmetry within the constellation. There are two key drawbacks of this approach. The first
drawback is that the reliance on geometric heuristics, such as symmetry, constrains the modulation
schemes that may be considered. The second drawback is that the quality of the secondary mapper
is dependent on the choice of heuristic used. Hence, a poorly-selected heuristic may result in a design
that fails to achieve labelling diversity. Quazi and Patel [29] study this in more detail using various
heuristic designs for circular and rectangular constellations in their related work.
The search-based approach to labelling diversity mapper design [38, 54, 56] is more generic than its
geometric counterpart, however it is too computationally expensive to perform exhaustive searches
through the M ! candidate secondary mapper space [54]. Samra et al. [54] showed that labelling
diversity mapper design is an instance of the quadratic assignment problem (QAP), and utilised a
branch-and-bound QAP-solver [57] to produce labelling diversity mappers. The QAP-solver pro-
duces an optimal labelling diversity secondary mapper for modulation orders M ≤ 16, as stated
by Samra et al. [54] and verified by Xu et al [28]. However, the computational cost of the QAP
solver made this approach unsuitable for modulation orders [54]. A recent work in labelling diversity
mapper design by Patel et al. [38] utilised a genetic algorithm (GA) to develop secondary mappers
for USTLD systems. The GA performs a heuristic search through the candidate mapper space, and
is thus unconstrained by possible asymmetry of constellation points. It was also shown by Patel et
al. [38] that the use of a GA is computationally feasible for modulation orders M > 16. Therefore,
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in this paper, the GA proposed by Patel et al. [38] is modified and applied to design secondary map-
pers that achieve labelling diversity for STPLD systems. The modification is based on the two-stage
approach to evaluating and comparing candidate secondary mapper designs in recent literature [29].
Next, this paper presents a description of the original GA [38] and its modifications is presented.
4.5.1 Description of Genetic Algorithm for Secondary Mapper Design
Figure 4.2 provides a high-level illustration of the genetic algorithm for labelling diversity mapper
design used in this paper. Candidate secondary mappers are encoded into data structures called
‘chromosomes’, which consists of subunits referred to as ‘genes’. The notation used in this section
is to represent genes and chromosomes by variables x and X respectively. The set of candidate
secondary mappers considered at in each iteration of the GA is referred to as the ‘population’. In
terms of notation, {X}(n) denotes the population at iteration n.
During each iteration, the population is modified to model the biological process of ‘evolution’ and
‘natural selection’. This involves the ‘mating’ of ‘parent’ chromosomes from within the population
to produce ‘child’ chromosomes, which are added to the population. The entire population is then
evaluated using a ‘fitness function’, which requires knowledge of the primary mapper, Ω1. After
evaluating the fitness of chromosomes within the population, the least-fit chromosomes are removed.
In this paper, the fitness of chromosome X is denoted ϕ(X ). The output of the ’evolution’ and
‘natural selection’ processes is a modified population at each iteration of the GA.
The GA stops iterating when chromosomes within the population have converged to the same fitness
score. If the GA converges, it determines that a locally optimal (but not necessarily globally optimal)
candidate mapper exists within the population. All chromosomes in the population are then re-
evaluated using a ‘selection function’, which also requires knowledge of Ω1, to identify the locally
optimal mapper. The locally optimal mapper is then selected as the output of the GA. The use of
the selection function to select the locally optimal mapper from within the converged population is
the key difference between the modified GA utilised in this paper and its previous variant [38].
Initial Population




















Figure 4.2: High-Level Illustration of Genetic Algorithm
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To ensure that the GA is not computationally intractable, an upper bound on the number of iter-
ations that may be performed is set. This is denoted Nmax. Patel et al. [38] discuss that selecting
Nmax  M 5 ensures that the GA is less computationally expensive than the branch-and-bound
QAP-solver used by Samra et al [54]. If the GA reaches the maximum number of iterations without
converging, then the candidate secondary mapper corresponding to the fittest chromosome (as de-
termined by the fitness function) in the population is selected as the output of the GA. In this case,
the output is classified as sub-optimal.
In the rest of this subsection, a more detailed discussion on each stage of the genetic algorithm is
provided.
4.5.1.1 Genes, Chromosomes and the Population
Genetic Coding
‘Genetic coding’ is the technical term used to describe the representation of each candidate mapper
as a chromosome. Each chromosome consists of M genes, xi , i ∈ [1 : M ], each of which correspond
to a symbol from the M -ary constellation. The value contained within each gene of the chromosome
is label associated with that constellation point. Thus, the chromosome X is defined by:
X =
[
x1 x2 · · · xM−1 xM
]
. (4.35)
Generating the Initial Population of Chromosomes
The population of chromosomes refers to the set of candidate secondary mappers evaluated by the




X 1,n X 2,n · · · X S−1,n X S ,n
}
, (4.36)
where S is the number of chromosomes in the population. As suggested by Patel et al. [38], the
initial population {X}(0) should contain any candidate mappers obtained via geometric heuristic
designs, if they are available. Thereafter, random chromosomes from the M ! candidate mapper
space are added to {X}(0) until there are S chromosomes in the population.
4.5.1.2 Imitating ‘Evolution’
‘Mating’ Parent Chromosomes
As mentioned previously, parent chromosomes from the population are ‘mated’ and used to produce
‘child’ chromosomes at each iteration of the GA. The mating of parent chromosomes involves two
processes, referred to as ‘crossover’ and ‘mutation’. The crossover process is the most important
step of the algorithm [58]. The design of the crossover ensures that desirable properties from the
parent chromosomes are passed on to the child chromosomes. The mutation process is a random
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event that occurs when a child chromosome undergoes a further change after crossover. The random
nature of mutations means that not all child chromosomes undergo this process. Together, crossover
and mutation model the biological process of evolution to generate a progressively more optimal
population at each iteration of the GA. Hence, the population {X}(n) is more optimal than {X}(n−1),
n ∈ [1 : Nmax].
Crossover
To design labelling diversity mappers, Patel et al. [38] developed a new crossover technique called
the K-point hypersphere swap crossover (K-HSX). In summary, K-HSX swaps K genes in each of
the parent chromosomes to produce child chromosomes. The genes to be swapped are chosen such
that they fall outside a hypersphere with the 4-dimensional hyperspace defined by the constellation
representation of the two parent chromosomes. This ensures that the genes will have different
neighbours in the hyperspace after swapping. In other words, the distances between the genes that
were swapped and their hyperspace neighbours are greater in the child chromosomes than in the
parent chromosomes. The reader is referred to Section III-B2 of the original work [38] for full details






combinations of parent chromosomes from the population are crossed over, each producing
a pair of child chromosomes. Thus, the total size of the population in the n-th iteration after all
crossovers are performed, denoted




= S 2 (4.37)
Mutation
As previously mentioned, mutation is a random event that occurs when a child chromosome un-
dergoes further changes after crossover. The probability of a mutation occurring for a given child
chromosome is denoted Pm. If a mutation occurs, two genes are randomly selected from the child
chromosome and swapped. Patel et al. [38] highlight that, unlike crossover, no properties from the
parent chromosomes are used to inform this swap.
4.5.1.3 Evaluating Candidate Secondary Mappers
As mentioned earlier in this section, the genetic algorithm developed for designing labelling diversity
mappers evaluates chromosomes within the candidate mapper population at two points: i) when
imitating ‘natural selection’ and ii) when selecting the locally optimal candidate mapper from the
converged population. During ‘natural selection’, all chromosomes are evaluated using the fitness
function. If the population converges, all chromosomes have the same fitness. Thus, further iterations
of the mating process are unlikely to improve the fitness of chromosomes within the population, and
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the GA terminates its iterative search. To select the best chromosome from within this converged
population, a different metric is required. This metric is computed using the selection function.
The remainder of this subsection focusses on developing the mathematical framework for evaluating
candidate secondary mappers, based on recent literature on labelling diversity mapper design [29].
Thereafter, the application of this framework to design the fitness and selection functions in the GA
are discussed.
Mathematical Framework
The genetic algorithm requires an analytical means to compare candidate secondary mappers, and
thereby predict the extent to which each mapper achieves labelling diversity. As shown in previous
literature [28, 29, 38], the mathematical framework for comparing candidate secondary mappers is
developed by taking a high-SNR approximation of the ABEP. Using (4.19), it is observed that as
γ →∞, the third term of the MGF dominates. Thus, (4.14) at high-SNR may be approximated as:






































))2 ∣∣∣ε(`1,l1)1 ∣∣∣2 ∣∣∣ε(`1,l1)2 ∣∣∣2
−2NRx . (4.38)
The expression in (4.38) indicates that lower values of the product distance
∣∣∣ε(`1,l1)1 ∣∣∣ ∣∣∣ε(`1,l1)2 ∣∣∣ result
in better error performance. Using this reasoning and substituting (4.38) into (4.8), it is evident
that the error floor of the ABEP is set by the minimum product distance. Thus, the objective of
secondary mapper design can be formulated as the optimisation problem given by [28, 29]:
Ωoptimal2 = arg max
`1,l1∈[0:M−1]
`1 6=l1
ℵ (`1, l1) , (4.39)
where ℵ is the mapper design metric.
Based on the work by Quazi and Patel [29], the expression in (4.38) gives rise to 4 metrics that
may be used for comparing labelling diversity mappers: the minimum product distance (ℵ1), the
minimum summed product distance (ℵ2), the minimum bit-difference-weighted product distance
(ℵ3) and the minimum summed bit-difference-weighted product distance (ℵ4). These metrics are























∣∣∣ε(`1,l1)1 ∣∣∣ ∣∣∣ε(`1,l1)2 ∣∣∣ . (4.43)
The discussion presented by Quazi and Patel [29] shows that the most feasible approach to evaluating
candidate secondary mappers is to use a 2-stage approach, considering ℵ1 and ℵ2. In the first stage,
candidate secondary mappers are evaluated using ℵ1. A larger value of ℵ1 indicates a more-optimal
mapper. It is possible that when evaluating the candidate secondary mappers, multiple candidates
may have the same value of ℵ1 [29]. In this scenario, a second stage is needed to further distinguish
these candidate mappers, and do this, ℵ2 is used. Once again, larger values of ℵ2 indicate more-
optimal mappers in this case.
Application of Mathematical Framework
As the genetic algorithm evaluates the population of candidate secondary mappers at two points,
the 2-stage approach to mapper evaluation is straightforward to apply. When performing ‘natural
selection’, the fitness function assigns a value for ℵ1 to each candidate secondary mapper. This value
is used to evaluate the candidate mappers. Thus, if the population converges, all chromosomes have
the same value of ℵ1 and should be re-evaluated to determine ℵ2. ℵ2 is then used to select the locally
optimum candidate mapper.
Further Details on Imitating ‘Natural Selection’
The biological process of ‘natural selection’ is modelled by pruning the population of candidate
secondary mappers at the end of each iteration. This is accomplished by determining the fitness of
each chromosome, and discarding the least-fit chromosomes from the population. As discussed in






being added to the population. To ensure that the population size at the start of each iteration





least-fit candidates are discarded from the population at the end of
each iteration. This pruning process has 2 key benefits for the GA:
1. The number of crossovers performed at the next iteration remains constant. Since all possible
pairs of parents are crossed over at each iteration, a growth in the population would result in
the number of crossovers performed exponentially increasing. This would severely impact the
runtime and computational tractability of the genetic algorithm.
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Iteration n + 1
XP = Parent Chromosome, XC = Child Chromosome
Figure 4.3: Simplified Illustration of “Evolution and Natural Selection” during each Iteration of
the Genetic Algorithm
2. By discarding the least-fit chromosomes, at the next iteration, there are fitter parent chro-
mosomes to be crossed over. Since child chromosomes inherit desirable properties from their
parents, this ensures that the population gets progressively fitter at each iteration.
As mentioned previously, the fitness of chromosomes is determined by (4.40) when pruning the
population. Thus, after modelling ‘natural selection’, the S chromosomes with the highest fitness
form the modified population for the next iteration of the GA. For clarity, Figure 4.3 illustrates the
processes of crossover, mutation and pruning when modifying the population at each iteration of
the GA. For simplicity, the illustration shows the mating of only one pair of parent chromosomes(XP1 and XP2 ), which produces only one pair of child chromosomes (XC1 and XC2 ). The reader is





possible pairs of parent chromosomes
are mated.
Convergence and Termination
As shown in Figure 4.2, there are 2 conditions under which the GA terminates. The first condition
occurs when all chromosomes within the population converge to the same fitness score, which indi-
cates that there exists a locally optimal candidate secondary mapper within the population. If this
occurs, the selection function is used to compute ℵ2 (which was defined in (4.41)). The output of
the GA is then the chromosome from the converged population with the highest value of ℵ2.
The second termination condition which may occur is that the GA reaches the maximum number
of permitted iterations, Nmax. As suggested by Patel et al. [38], to ensure that it is computationally
tractable, this parameter is chosen such that Nmax  M 5. If the maximum number of iterations
is reached, it is assumed that the genetic algorithm will not converge. In this case, the fittest
chromosome from the population, in terms of ℵ1, is selected as the output.
4.5.2 Designed Mappers for STPLD System
The genetic algorithm for labelling diversity mapper design described in Section 4.5.1 was imple-
mented to produce secondary mappers for the APSK constellations considered in this paper (detailed
in Table 4.2, Section 4.3). These are shown in Figures 4.4 to 4.7, and the GA parameters used to de-
sign each mapper are detailed in Table 4.3. For readability, Figures 4.4 to 4.7 indicate binary labels
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Table 4.3: Details of Parameters used in implementing Genetic Algorithm
M S Pm Nmax K Hypersphere radius for K-HSX Convergence Reached
8 7 3% 200 3 1 Yes
16 16 8% 104 3 1 Yes
32 12 12% 105 8 5 No
64 10 15% 107 9 7 Yes
M = Modulation Order, S = Population Size, Pm = Mutation Probability,




















Figure 4.4: 8APSK Constellation Mappings
by their decimal equivalent values. The value located below each constellation point indicates label
obtained by using mapper Ω1. Similarly, the value located above each constellation point indicates
the label obtained by using mapper Ω2, which was produced by the GA.






































































































Figure 4.6: 32APSK Constellation Mappings




































































































































Figure 4.7: 64APSK Constellation Mappings
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4.6 Results and Discussion
4.6.1 Error Performance of Proposed System
The first study of the proposed STPLD system compares its error performance to other recent MIMO
satellite broadcasting techniques based on terrestrial designs. To ensure a fair comparison, the study
is constrained to uncoded systems. Each set of curves shows both the theoretical BER performance
of all systems considered, as well as results obtained through the use of Monte Carlo simulations.
All systems are assumed to be uncorrelated and subjected to fast-fading. The systems considered
are:
1. The orthogonal space-time block code (OSTBC) proposed by Alamouti [25] for terrestrial
systems. This was extended to the satellite broadcasting context by Arti et al. [26] and
Arapoglou et al [17].
2. The orthogonal space-time-polarisation block code (OSTPBC) proposed by Wysocki and
Wysocki [27] for terrestrial systems. This was extended to the satellite broadcasting con-
text by Vineetha et al. [30] and Aparna et al [31].
3. The USTLD system proposed by Xu et al. [28] for terrestrial systems. This was extended to
the satellite broadcasting context by Quazi and Patel [29].
To achieve labelling diversity, both the STPLD and USTLD systems utilise the APSK constellation
mappings illustrated in Figures 4.4 to 4.7.
The results of the BER performance study are shown in Figures 4.8 to 4.10. The theoretical BER
performance curves presented for the OSTBC and USTLD systems are based on analytical expres-
sions which can be found in literature [25, 28, 36]. For the STPLD system, theoretical results are
obtained from (4.22). A theoretical expression for the BER performance of the OSTPBC is not
explicitly shown in literature [27, 30, 31], however one can be obtained from (4.22) by exploiting the
similarity in the structure of the STPLD and OSTPBC systems. This is accomplished by setting
Ω2 = Ω1 in (4.22). Since (4.22) was derived using the union bound, it presents an upper-bound
approximation for the BER of the STPLD system. The overlapping of the theoretical and simu-
lated curves for both the STPLD and OSTPBC systems in the high-SNR region indicate that the
analytical expression is valid.
As both the USTLD [28] and OSTPBC [27] systems were developed as improvements to the OSTBC
[25] system, it is expected that they exhibit better error performance. This is confirmed by the results
in Figures 4.8 to 4.10. Quantitatively, at a BER of 10−6, the USTLD scheme improves upon the
OSTBC scheme by ≈7dB for the 2× 2 16APSK system, and by ≈5dB for both the 2× 4 32APSK
and 2 × 2 64APSK systems. This confirms that the secondary mappers produced by the genetic
algorithm in Section 4.5 achieve a significant level of labelling diversity.
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Figure 4.8: BER Performance of 2×2 16APSK OSTBC, OSTPBC, USTLD and STPLD Systems,
q = 0.3
For the 16APSK and 32APSK systems, the OSTPBC scheme shows a marginal improvement of
<1dB when compared to the USTLD scheme. However, for the 64APSK system, the OSTPBC
scheme improves upon the USTLD scheme by ≈2dB. The reason for the OSTPBC scheme out-
performing the USTLD scheme is attributed to its diversity. Qualitatively, diversity is indicated by
the slope of the BER curves in the high-SNR region. For all three systems presented in Figures 4.8
to 4.10, the OSTPBC has a steeper gradient in the high-SNR region, and hence it achieves more
diversity. To quantify this observation, the diversity order (defined in (4.44)) is used [59]. It can be
shown that ΓOSTPBC = 4NRx, whereas ΓUSTLD = ΓOSTBC = 2NRx.





The proposed STPLD scheme incorporates the benefits of both labelling and polarisation diversity,
and exhibits the best error performance in all systems considered. Using (4.44), it can be shown
that the diversity order of the STPLD system is the same as that of the OSTPBC (i.e. ΓSTPLD =
ΓOSTPBC = 4NRx). It is also observed that the relative improvement of the STPLD scheme over the
OSTPBC scheme is the same as the relative improvement of the USTLD system over the OSTBC
scheme at a BER of 10−6.
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Figure 4.9: BER Performance of 2×4 32APSK OSTBC, OSTPBC, USTLD and STPLD Systems,
q = 0.3
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Figure 4.10: BER Performance of 2×2 64APSK OSTBC, OSTPBC, USTLD and STPLD Systems,
q = 0.7
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4.6.2 Correlation Study
Figures 4.11 and 4.12 show that the analytical bound for the STPLD system, presented in (4.34),
converges to results obtained by Monte Carlo simulations. Results are presented for a 2× 3 8APSK
system assuming the correlation models discussed in Section 4.3.4. The IAI and IBI correlation






Qualitative inspection of the results in Figure 4.11 shows that the STPLD system configuration with
only transmit-side correlation (Tx corr) performs worse than the system subjected to only receive-
side correlation (Rx corr). Thus, it is deduced that STPLD systems are more sensitive to correlation
at the transmitter than at the receiver. This is in agreement with the findings of other studies on
labelling diversity systems, and has been previously explained mathematically by Patel et al [36].
Figure 4.12 shows that the analytical model for the correlated STPLD system is valid for systems
subject to IAI, IBI and both IAI and IBI. The next study further investigates IAI and IBI to
determine which causes a greater degradation in error performance. The analytical results of this
study are presented in Figures 4.13 to 4.15. The shading of the surfaces in these Figures corresponds
to the BER of the curve.
Figure 4.13 shows the effect of transmit-side IAI and IBI on an STPLD system, assuming no receive-
side correlation. The symmetry of the surface plot indicates that error performance of the system
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STPLD Theory, Tx+Rx corr, IAI+IBI
STPLD Theory, Tx corr, IAI+IBI
STPLD Theory, Rx corr, IAI+IBI
STPLD Theory, Uncorrelated
STPLD sim, Tx+Rx corr, IAI+IBI
STPLD sim, Tx corr, IAI+IBI
STPLD sim, Rx corr, IAI+IBI
STPLD sim, Uncorrelated
Figure 4.11: Validation of (4.34) for 2 × 3 8APSK STPLD Systems with Transmit-Side and
Receive-Side Correlation, q = 0.5
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STPLD Theory, Tx+Rx corr, IAI+IBI
STPLD Theory, Uncorrelated
STPLD Theory, Tx+Rx corr, only IBI
STPLD Theory, Tx+Rx corr, only IAI
STPLD sim, Tx+Rx corr, IAI+IBI
STPLD sim, Uncorrelated
STPLD sim, Tx+Rx corr, only IBI
STPLD sim, Tx+Rx corr, only IAI
Figure 4.12: Validation of (4.34) for 2× 3 8APSK STPLD Systems with Inter-Antenna and Inter-
Beam Interference, q = 0.5
Figure 4.13: Effect of Transmit-Side IAI and IBI on 2× 3 8APSK, q = 0.5, γ = 25dB
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Figure 4.14: Effect of Receive-Side IAI and IBI on 2× 3 8APSK, q = 0.5, γ = 25dB
Figure 4.15: Effect of Transmit-Side and Receive-Side IAI and IBI on 2 × 3 8APSK, q = 0.5,
γ = 25dB
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is equally susceptible to both IAI and IBI. It is also observed that at low correlation coefficients,
the BER performance does not noticeably degrade, as show by the flat region of the surface with
dark blue shading. However, once the correlation coefficients fall outside the bounds of this region,
the BER performance rapidly degrades. The worst-case performance of the STPLD system with
transmit-side correlation is 4 orders of magnitude worse than the uncorrelated STPLD system.
Figure 4.14 presents a similar set of results for receive-side correlation. By observing the contours on
the surface, it is evident that as the BER performance of the system degrades more rapidly as the IBI








This indicates that the STPLD system is more sensitive to IBI than IAI at the receiver.
Finally, Figure 4.15 shows the effect of IAI and IBI in an STPLD system with both transmit-side and
receive-side correlation. For simplicity, it is assumed that ρIAITx = ρ
IAI
Rx = ρ




The resulting surface plot closely resembles that shown in Figure 4.13. Comparing Figures 4.13 and
4.15, it is observed that the contours along the surface of Figure 4.15 are steeper than in Figure
4.13. This observation reaffirms that transmit-side correlation has a more dominant impact on
error performance than receive-side correlation. It is also noted that the flat, dark blue-shaded
region in Figure 4.15 extends until ρIBI ≈ 0.4 when ρIAI = 0 and until ρIAI ≈ 0.45 when ρIBI = 0.
Thus, the surface plot presented in Figure 4.15 is slightly asymmetric. This indicates that when
there is correlation at both the transmit-side and receive-side, the STPLD system is marginally
more susceptible to IBI than IAI. This is expected, given the trends observed for only receive-side
correlation discussed previously.
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4.7 Conclusion
This paper proposes a MIMO satellite broadcasting system that achieves space, time, polarisation
and labelling diversity. The proposed STPLD system is modelled under both ideal (uncorrelated)
and practical (correlated) conditions, assuming a Nakagami-q fading model. The correlation model
provided allows inter-antenna and inter-beam interference to be considered at both the transmitting
satellite and the receiving base station. Analytical expressions for both correlated and uncorrelated
STPLD systems are derived and corroborated by Monte Carlo simulations.
To design secondary mappers that achieve labelling diversity for the STPLD system, a novel GA
is presented. This GA has been designed such that it can be applied to any generic constellation,
and in this paper, it is applied to 8APSK, 16APSK, 32APSK and 64APSK constellations from the
DVB-S2X satellite broadcasting standard.
Two studies of the STPLD system are presented. In the first study, it is found that STPLD systems
achieve a diversity order of ΓSTPLD = 4NRx. Additionally, the results presented indicate the STPLD
system improves performance by ≈7dB for the 2 × 2 16APSK system configuration, and by ≈5dB
for both the 2 × 4 32APSK and 2 × 2 64APSK system configurations studied, when compared to
the best comparable scheme for MIMO satellite broadcasting (the OSTPBC). The second study of
the STPLD system analyses the effects of correlation on BER performance. It is found that STPLD
systems are most sensitive to correlation at the transmitting satellite. It is also observed that at
the receiving base station, IBI has a more dominant effect on system performance than IAI. These
trends were observed when considering a 2× 3 8APSK STPLD system configuration.
Future works may consider improving the spectral efficiency of the STPLD system, as the large
distances between base stations and satellites result in high system latency when transmitting the
same information over multiple time slots. It is noted that this problem is common to the OSTBC,
OSTPBC and USTLD systems that have previously been adapted for satellite broadcasting. Other
relevant topics of interest include studying STPLD systems in other channel models that are relevant
to satellite broadcasting, as well as considering the application of STPLD to terrestrial systems.
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In this thesis, USTLD model has been enhanced to increase its spectral efficiency and link reliability.
One of the enhanced USTLD systems has been specifically developed for satellite broadcasting.
Furthermore, the practical considerations of detection complexity and correlation have been studied
for the proposed systems. Table 5.1 provides a summary of the key results obtained from the research
presented.
In Chapter 2, the HR-USTLD system was proposed. HR-USTLD enhanced the spectral efficiency
of the USTLD system by drawing inspiration from the V-BLAST architecture and adding more
transmission streams to the transmitter. This was achieved by extending the USTLD model to allow
for NTx ≥ 2 transmit antennas and performing spatial multiplexing. This allows an HR-USTLD
system utilising an M -ary modulation scheme to achieve a data rate of 0.5NTx log2M bits/sec/Hz.
An analytical bound for the bit error performance of HR-USTLD systems was derived and verified
by simulated results. When comparing the error performance of USTLD-based systems with a 6
bits/sec/Hz data rate, results showed that HR-USTLD achieves a 4dB performance improvement
over the closest other scheme considered.
The computational complexity when performing MLD on the HR-USTLD system increases expo-
nentially with the number of transmit antennas used. Thus, Chapter 2 also studied the adaptation
of existing QRD-based LCDAs for HR-USTLD. Direct adaptation of the existing LCDAs was found
not to achieve optimal detection accuracy, therefore a new LCDA designed specifically for USTLD
systems (MSRSD-USTLD) was developed. MSRSD-USTLD was shown to achieve detection accu-
racy comparable to MLD for the 4× 4 16QAM and 4× 5 16PSK systems considered. Additionally,
when compared to MLD, MSRSD-USTLD reduced the number of effective real operations performed
during the detection by 79.75% and 92.53% for the respective 16QAM and 16PSK systems.
A further consequence of increasing the number of transmit antennas in the USTLD system is that
limited available space on devices results in antennas being positioned closer together. It is thus
pertinent to study the effect of antenna correlation on USTLD systems. Chapter 3 presented an
analysis of the error performance of USTLD systems in both uncorrelated and correlated Nakagami-q
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Table 5.1: Summary of Key Results
Chapter 2
The proposed HR-USTLD system is able to achieve higher data rates than the
original USTLD system.
The data rate of a HR-USTLD system increases linearly with the number of
transmit antennas used.
The complexity of performing MLD on a HR-USTLD system increases exponen-
tially with the number of transmit antennas used and is O (NTxNRxMNTx).
When compared to similar USTLD systems of the same data rate, HR-USTLD
achieves superior error performance (for all systems tested).
The proposed MSRSD-USTLD low-complexity detection algorithm is able to
achieve MLD detection accuracy, and reduces complexity by more than 79% for
all systems tested.
Chapter 3
Antenna correlation causes a degradation in the error performance of USTLD
systems.
USTLD systems are more sensitive to antenna correlation at the transmitter
than at the receiver.
It is theoretically optimal to space antennas 0.4λ apart in a USTLD system,
where λ is the wavelength of the transmission carrier.
Chapter 4
The proposed STPLD system achieves twice the diversity order of USTLD sys-
tems.
STPLD systems are more sensitive to transmit antenna correlation than receive
antenna correlation.
IBI has a dominant effect on error performance at the STPLD receiver.
Neither IAI nor IBI have a dominant effect on error performance at the STPLD
transmitter.
A genetic algorithm that is able to design labelling diversity mappers for any
generic constellation is designed.
The MLD detection complexity of the STPLD system is O (4NRxM2).
fading environments. Analytical expressions for the error performance of these systems were derived
and corroborated by Monte Carlo simulations. The study concluded that USTLD systems are more
sensitive to antenna correlation at the transmitter than at the receiver. Results indicated that an
antenna spacing of 0.4λ is theoretically optimal, where λ is the transmission carrier wavelength. It
was also shown that USTLD systems are more susceptible to the effects of antenna correlation than
the comparable Alamouti space-time block coded system.
Chapter 4 proposed the STPLD system, which improves upon USTLD through the inclusion of po-
larisation diversity. The STPLD system was designed for satellite broadcasting and utilised APSK
constellations to encode data from the latest DVB-S2X satellite broadcasting standard. Previous
works on labelling diversity systems did not include mapper designs for these APSK constellations.
Additionally, the approaches to mapper design presented in literature were constrained by the size
and shape of the considered constellations. To overcome these challenges, a genetic algorithm ca-
pable of designing mappers for any generic constellation was developed. The genetic algorithm was
implemented to design labelling diversity mappers for the APSK constellations studied. The use of
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these mappers were able to contribute gains of between 5dB and 7dB due to labelling diversity for
the 2× 2 16APSK, 2× 4 32APSK and 2× 2 64APSK systems considered.
Due to polarisation diversity, it was shown that STPLD systems achieve twice the diversity order of
USTLD systems. However, the implementation of polarisation diversity would result in the problem
of inter-beam interference in a real-world system. To this end, analytical expressions for the STPLD
system considering both uncorrelated and correlated conditions were derived and verified using
simulated results. Thereafter, a correlation study of the STPLD system considering both inter-
beam and inter-antenna interference was presented. By studying a 2 × 3 8APSK STPLD system,
it was concluded that STPLD systems are more susceptible to correlation at the transmitter than
at the receiver, It was also concluded that IAI and IBI are equally important to consider at the
transmitter, whereas IBI has a dominant effect on error performance at the receiver.
